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STATE OF TEXAS 8 
COUNTY OF HARRIS 5 
THIS AGREEMENTis entered into by the following par- 
ties: ExxonMobil Refining and Supply (adivision of Exxon 
Mobil Corporation), hereinafter referred to as "ExxonMobil" 
or "Company," and Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
PACEIU Local 4-2001, hereinafter referred to as "Union." 
WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, subsequent to an election conducted by the 
National Labor Relations Board in Case No. 23-RC-2088, 
the Board issued acertification ofRepresentativedated July 
18, 1963, in which it certified the Union as the bargaining 
reoresentative for a Unit of Production and Maintenance 
employees as described in the Stipulation for Certification 
upon Consent Election entered into in said case on July 9 
and 10, 1963, reference being made to said Certification and 
Stipulation for all purposes; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to said Certification, Humble 011 
& Kefinine Comwnv rccoenized the Gulf Coast Industri~l 
- . . 
Workers Union as the exclusive bargaining representative of 
all employees at its Baytown ~ e f i n & y  in the Production and 
Maintenance Unit referred to above; and 
WHEREAS, on June I,  1966, Humble sold its Chemical 
Plant facilities located at its Baytown Refinery (known as 
the Baytown Chemical Plant) to Enjay Chemical Company 
and Enjay hired certain employees in the Production and 
Maintenance Unit who had been employed at such Baytown 
facilities by Humble prior to June 1, 1966; and 
WHEREAS, on June I, 1966, by agreement of Humble, 
Enjay, and the Union, a multiemployer bargaining unit was 
established: and 
WHEREAS, on January 1 ,  1973, Humble Oil & Refin- 
ing Company and Enjay Chemical Company merged into 
their parent Exxon Corporation and, at the same lime, 
Humble became Exxon Company, U.S.A. (a division of 
Exxon Corporation) and Enjay became Exxon Chemical 
Company U.S.A. (an operating division of Exxon Chemi- 
cal Company, a division of Exxon Corporation); and 
WHEREAS, on May 8, 1980, Exxon, U.S.A., Exxon 
Chemical Americas (formerly Exxon Chemical U.S.A.), and 
the Union agreed todiscontinue the multiemployer bargain- 
ing unit and agreed to separate contracts; 
WHEREAS, on December 1, 1999 Exxon Corporation 
and Mobil Corpomtion merged to becomeExxon Mobil Cor- 
poration and at that time Exxon Company, U.S.A. became 
known as ExxonMobil Refining & Supply Company; and 
in 2001 Gulfcoast Industrial Workers Union afliliated with 
PACElU to become Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
PACElU Local 4-2001; 
WHEREAS, the Company and the Union desire to enter 
into an agreement for the purpose of collective bargaining 
concerning rates of pay, wages, hours of work, and other 
conditions of employment for the employees in the referred- 
to unit; 
NOW, WEREFORE, it is agreed by and between the 
parties as follows: 
Article One 
COVERAGE 
A. ExxonMobil recognizes the Union as the exclusive 
rcpresentattvcof its Production and Maintenance em- 
ployees employed at ~ t s  Blylown Refinery fac~llties for 
the purposeof collective bargainingwith respect to rates 
of pay, wages, hours of employment, and other condi- 
tions of employment. 
B. Where the context and the circumstances require, the I gender of all words used in this document shall include 
the masculine, feminine, and neuter; and the singular 
of all words shall include the plural and the plural, the 
singular. 
Article Two 
UNION AND COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES 
A. The Company and the Union will at all times refrain 
from interfering in each other's choice ofoficial repre- 
sentatives. 
B. Upon certification by the Union to the Company that it 
has an official representative or representatives to rep- 
resent theemployees for the purpose ofdealingwith the 
Company on grievances, the Company will recognize 
and deal with such representative or representatives on 
such matters, subject to the provisions of this Agree- 
ment. 
Article Three 
DURATION OF CONTRACT 
A. This Agreement shall be effective April 15, 2003 and 
remain in force and effect through April 15, 2007 and 
for consecutive two-year periods thereafter unless ter- 
minated by either party by giving winen notice not less 
than60 nor more than 90 days in advance of terrnina- 
tion of contract. 
B. The presentation of any proposal to change this Agree- 
ment will not forestall or in anywise prevent the auto- 
matic renewal of this Agreement. This is true irrespec- 
tive of the scope of the proposal or the time it is 
presented. 
C. By mutual agreement, thepartiesmay amend this Agree- 
ment at anv time. For anv Amendment to become effec- 
tive, it must be signed by the President and Secretary of 
the Union and by an authorized representative of the 
Company. 
Article Four 
FUNCTIONS O F  MANAGEMENT 
The Company shall retain all rights of management re- 
sulting from the ownership of its plant and facilities or per- 
taining to the operation ofthe business, except to the extent 
that such rights are limited by the provisions of this Agree- 
ment. - .  
Article Five 
CONTROLLING EFFECT OF STATUTES 
W i s  Agreement is made subject to all valid and appli- 
cable laws, state and federal, and to ail valid and applicable 
rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. The fact that 
one provision of this Agreement is invalid shall not cause 
the entire Agreement or any other provision to be invalid. 
Article Six 
SIDE AGREEMENTS 
A. Any Side Agreement entered into after the date of this 
Agreement must be in writing and must be signed on 
behalf of both the Union @y its President and Secre- 
tary) and the Company to be binding. Any such Side 
Agreement may be terminated at any time by the Com- 
pany or the Union notifying the other in writing of the 
desire to end it, unless the Side Agreement clearly states 
otherwise. 
B. The termination of any Side Agreement will not take 
away any rights or benefits which were received under 
it while the Side Agreement was in effect. 
C. The parties agree that the following side agreements 
currently in effect will be published in the contract. 
Other existing side agreements are not affected by this 
provision: 
a. March 7, 1969 -Re: Maintenance & Construction 
and Operations 
b. January 30, 1978 -improved Work Practices 
c. January 30, 1978 -Supervisors Performing 
Mechanical Work, Commingling, and Specialization 
of Skills 
d January 30, 1978 -National Health Issues 
e. April 15, 1983 - HSM Premium Payments. 
Political Action Committee, Stewards' Meeting 
f. July 10, 1985 -Holdover Guidelines, Mechanical 
Coffee Break Guidelines 
g. October 18, 1988 -Adjustable Work Hours 
h. May 10, 1989 -Transfers 
i. May 10, 1991 -Holidays 
j. May 10,1991 -Change in Regularly Scheduled 
Off Day 
k. May 10,1991 -Notice of Layoff and Severance 
I. April 1,1992 - Shift Exchange 
m. October 3 - Safety Footwear Program 
n. November 25, 1997 - SPOT Review Team 
o. June 21,2000 -Vacation 
p. December 12,2000 -Employees in Benefit Plan 
Effective 1/1/01 
q. February 22, 2002 -Medical Subsidies 
r. April 15,2003 -Study of Starting Employment 
Higher Than Start Rate 
Article Seven 
TIME PAYABLE 
A. Normal sbaight-timeeamingsshall be paid anemployee 
for time during a normal work schedule when hdshe 
works or is absent with pay. 
B. An employee is absent with pay when hdshe is off, 
during hidher normal work schedule, for one of the 
following reasons: 
I .  Vacation. 
2. Death in the familv. 
3. Jury servicdwitness service (as per AnicleTwenty- 
Five). 
4. Conferring with management. 
5. Election judge for county, state, and national 
elections. 
6. Pre-induction physical examination. 
7. Disability. 
Article Eight 
OVERTIME AND PREMIUM PAY RULES 
A. Wage earners and Wage-Hour subject salaried employ- 
ees will be paid rate and one-half for: 
I .  l ime  worked in excess of 8 hours in any 24-hour 
period. This provision does not require the pay- 
ment ofpremium rates for approved shift exchanges 
between employees except when more than 8 hours 
are worked in a workday. (For rotating shift em- 
ployees, the workday is from I I p.m. to I I p.m. For 
other employees, the workday is from midnight to 
midnight.) The premium-rate period may precede 
thestraight-rate period where apremium rate is paid 
to satisfy some other rule. 
2. a. Time worked on the employee's scheduled 
offdays and "callout" time on any day. 
b. "Callout" time, for which a minimum of 2 and 
7/10 hours will be allowed, shall be paid when 
an employee who, on hidher off time, is called 
and reports to work on a shift that is not hidher 
regularly scheduled shift. 
3. a. l ime worked on the first shiftofachanged work 
schedule where the work hours have been 
changed and where 48 hours' notice has not been 
given. (If notice at the beginning of an 
employee's shift would have constituted 48 
hours' notice, notification any time during that 
shill shall constitute 48 hours' notice.) 
For purposes of this provision, a change of 
schedule will also include those instances where 
employees' schedules are changed to include 
scheduled overtime fortumamund or emergency 
work. This does not imply that a change of 
schedule occurs when an employee is held over 
or stays over to cover regular unscheduled over- 
time even if such unscheduled overtime is for 
an emergency. 
b. l ime  worked on the first shill ofachanged work 
schedule ifthe change tiomthe employee's regu- 
lar work schedule causes hidher offdays to be 
changed. This provision shall not require the 
payment of premium rates for changes for train- 
ing, permanent assignment, groupand individual 
rotations ofpersonnel on regular assignment, or 
employee's convenience or request. 
c. Time worked on the first shift after theemployee 
has worked ten shifts on a changed work sched- 
ule for which premium time was payable for the 
first shift under Subsection 3.b. above. If the 
changed work schedule is for emergency work 
or for turnaround work, rate and one-half will 
continue to be paid for time worked by an em- 
ployeeon the first shift following hislhercomple- 
tion of each nine shifts at straight time on the 
changed work schedule. 
d. Time worked on the first shift of an employee's 
regular work schedule, if the return to the regu- 
lar work schedule is from a changed work sched- 
ule for the first shift of which premium time was 
payable under Subsection 3.b. above. 
e. Employees who are due premium pay on a holi- 
day in accordance with Article Eight, A.3., will 
receive the premium pay for the first regularly 
scheduled workday immediately following the 
holiday. (For purposes of this provision, a 
"change in schedule" is a change in shift or a 
change in offdays.) 
4. l ime workedcontinuously after the end ofany regu- 
larly scheduled eight-hour shift. This provision does 
not require the payment of premium rates for a p  
proved shift exchanges between employees when 
time worked after the end of a regularly scheduled 
shift falls in another workday. 
5. Partial daysofdisability up to the remainder ofeight 
hoursonly ifthe employee isworking on hislherregu- 
lar or changed schedule at premium rate and is re- 
lieved from duty because of illness or industrial in- 
jury. 
6. Time worked up to eight (8) hours on each day ob. 
sewed as a holiday. 
B. Double rate will be paid for: 
I. l ime worked on the second offday ofthe workweek, 
provided the employee performs work on any part 
ofthe five regularly scheduled workdays and hid 
her first offday. A holiday observed or jury duty ' 
served on one ofthe five regularly scheduled work- 
days will be counted as time worked. 
(For purposes of this provision, the workweek for 
rotating shift employees is from I I p.m. Saturday 
to I I p.m. Saturday. The workweek for other em- 
ployees is Monday through Sunday.) 
2. Time worked after the employee has worked eight 
hours on each day observed as a holiday. 
C. TWO premium rates will not be paid for the same hours. 
Also, in the event rate and one-halfand double rate i re  
both applicable under the provisions of this Article, 
double rate shall be paid. 
Article Nine 
PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 
A. Upon receipt from an employee of a properly executed 
"Payroll Deduction Authorization-Union Dues" in the 
form set forth below, the Company shall make deduc- 
tions in accordance with the same and shall transmit to 
the Union the amount thereofwithin ten daysafter mak- 
ing such deductions. 
B. The form of "Authorization for Payroll Deduction for 
Union Dues" shall be as follows: 
EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
PACElU LOCAL 4-2001 
AUTHORlZATlON FOR PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 
FOR UNION DUES PER MONTH 
Name: 
SSN: 
Eff. Date : 
DEDUCTIONS 
D y e s  
Dues 
O N 0  
Witness: 
Employee Signature: 
Date: 
The amount of such dues shall be certified to the Company 
by the Secretary of the Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
PACEIU Local 4-2001, and the Company may rely exclu- 
sively upon such certification ofthe Secretary as to the amount 
of regular monthly Union dues or as to any change in such 
amount and the effective date thereot 
This authorization will be canceled any time the employee is 
regularly assigned to ajob in which hdshe will no longer be 
represented by the Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
PACEIU Local 4-2001. 
This authorization may be canceled at any time by the em- 
ployee giving ten days written notice to the Company. 
Article Ten 
HOLIDAY SCHEDULE AND RULES 
A. Holiday Schedule 
I .  New Year's Day 
2. Good Friday 
3. Memorial Day (last Monday in May) 
4. July 4 
5.  Labor Day 
6. Thanksgiving Day 
7. Friday after Thanksgiving Day 
8. Christmas Eve, except when C h r i s m  Day falls 
on Monday or Thursday, in which event, the day 
after Christmas. (When Christmas Day falls on 
Sunday, the preceding Friday.) 
9. Christmas Day 
10. Floater - Each employee may select one (I)  addi-T 
tional holiday at hisher option, provided the em- 
ployee is on the payroll prior to July 1st. If the 
employee is on payroll July 1st or later, they are not , 
eligible for the one (I)  optional holiday of the a p  
plicable year. 
Employees should select the optional holiday at least 
one week in advance. Requests to schedulean optional 
holiday on shorter notice will be considered; however, 
all selections are subject to the Supervisor's approval 
to assure adequate staffing. 
Holidays falling on Saturday and Sunday shall be ob- 
served on Friday and Monday, respectively, and the holi- 
day rules applied on those days, with the exception that 
employees scheduled to work on the calendar day of a 
holiday will observe the calendar day as the holiday. 
B. Holiday Rules: 
A holiday allowance amounting to 8 hours times the 
normal stnight-time hourly rate shall be paid for each 
holiday. If the holiday falls within an excused absence 
of 7 days or less, the holiday allowance shall be paid. If 
the leave of absence'is for a longer period, the holiday 
allowance is not payable. 
Article Eleven 
RATES OF PAY 
A. The rates of pay for hourly classifications shall be as 
shown in Schedule A hereof for the term of this Agree- 
ment unless changed by mutual agreement. 
B. When anemployee isassigned to performany work t e m  
porarily as long as 30 minutes in a classification other 
than hisher regular classification, the employee will be 
paid from the beginning of such assignment the rate 
applicable to the classification in which hdshe is work- 
ing unless the rate of pay for the classification in which 
the employee is working temporarily is less than that of 
the employee's regular classification, in which case the 
employee will receive the higher rate unless hdshe is 
working on the lower classification as a result of a mu- 
tually agreed upon exchange of shift with another e m  
ployee. 
C. In establishing rates of pay for new classifications, the 
Company shall determine which three of the six largest 
refineries in the Houston, Texas City, and Sabine Areas. 
excluding the Baytown Refinery, pay to their produc- 
tion and maintenance employees the highest average 
rates. The Company shall then pay employees in these 
new hourly classifications at least the arithmetic aver- 
age of the rates paid by these three refineries to their 
employees performing comparable work. 
D. In the event a wage reopener is negotiated, the Union 
shall have the right upon 60 days' advance written no- 
tice to the Company, to open negotiations on the sub- 
ject ofagenelal wage adjusment In the event no agree- 
ment is reached bv the end ofthe60-davoeriod or ~ r i o r  
. . 
to the end of any mutually agreed-to ex'tension thereof, 
the Union shall have the right to,suspend Article Nine- 
teen by sewing five days' prior written notice thereof 
During the said fiveday period, negotiations shall con- 
tinueat the request ofeither party. Ifno work stoppage 
occurs at the end of the fiveday period, the Union's 
right to suspend Article Nineteen becomes invalid, un- 
less by mutual agreement the parties agree to extend 
the fiveday period. 
Article Welve 
CLASSIFICATIONS AND 
WORK ASSIGNMENTS 
A. In the assignment and distribution of work, the parties 
recognize the need for the Company to consider and 
take into account the knowledge and abilities of em- 
ployees to the extent practicable and consistent with 
the need for satisfactory performance of work, the ef- 
i fective use of the workforce and economical and ef i -  cient operation of the Baytown Refinery. It is accord- I , ingly agreed as follows: 
1 1. In the performance of work, the Company shall 
have the right to assign Process employees and 
work to any process area orprocess classification. 
work assignment, orjobs. Process employees will 
not be required to perform mechanical or other 
nonprocess work outside of their assigned process 
areas. The Company shall further determine the 
number ofemployees, ifany, lo be assigned toany 
process area, classification, work assignment, o r ,  
job at any time. The Company shall have the fur- 
ther right to establish new process areas and pre- 
scribe, consolidate, transfer, or alter existing pro- 
cess areas; however, the Company will inform the 
Union of changes in process areas or the estab- 
lishment ofnew process areas priorto making such 
changes. Current process areas are shown in 
Schedule B. 
2. In the performance of work, the Company shall 
have the right to assign Mechanical employees to 
any mechanical groupor mechanical classification, 
work assignment, orjob. The Company shall fur- 
ther determine the number of employees, if any, 
to be assigned to any mechanical group, classifi- 
cation, work assignment, orjob at any time. Cur- 
rent mechanical groups are shorn  in Schedule B. 
3. The Company agrees that it will not assign an 
employee to any job or work assignment unless 
the Company reasonably believes that the em- 
ployee has suficient knowledgeand abilityto per- 
form the assigned work in a safe and satisfactory 
manner. An alleged violation of A.3. of this Ar- 
ticle shall be subject to the grievance and arbiba- 
tion procedures ofArticle Fourteen and Article Fif- 
teen of this Agreement. However, in any event, 
an employee shall be expected to perform to the 
best of hisher ability the work which hdshe is 
assigned by the Company. 
B. m e  Company shall have the right to prescribe or alter 
thedutiesofclassifications; and to create, fill,  and place 
into effect new classifications at rates of pay as pro- 
vided for in Article Eleven of this Agreement and place 
the classifications in process areas, mechanical groups, 
or in departments. 
Article Thirteen 
S H I n  DIFFERENTIALS 
Employees shall be paid a differential of i1.50 an hour 
when working the No. 1 Shifts and a differential of 752 an 
hour when working the No. 3 Shifts. 
Employees working the No. 2 Shifts shall be paid adiffer- 
ential of $1.50 an hour for lime worked before 7:30 a.m., 
provided they begin work before 7 a.m., and adifferential of 
752 an hour for time worked p e t  the normal end oftheir No. 
2 Shifts. 
Article Fourteen 
GRIEVANCE AND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
A. A grievance is the situation which exists when an em- 
ployee, a group of employees, or the Union feels in- 
jured, treated unfairly, or aggrieved because of the po- 
sition taken by the Company or any member of man- 
agement, in regard to amatter concerning wages, hours, 
working conditions, or any pan of this Contract. The 
appropriate steward, upon notification of a grievance 
by an aggrieved employee or employees, shall have the 
right, with permission from the Steward's immediate 
supervisor, to investigate any conditions said by the 
aggrieved to have caused the grievance. In the event a 
grievance comes to the attention of the Union and the 
employee(s) affected elects not to pursue the matter, the 
appropriate Steward may process it in accordance with 
the regular procedure. All grievances that the Union 
may elect to process shall be in accordance with the 
following procedures: 
B. Grievance Procedure 
I .  Fint Step 
7he  aggrieved andlor the appropriate Steward may 
request a conference with the appropriate Second- 
LineSupervisor ordesignee provided thegrievance 
is submined in writing within 30 calendar days 
from the date of the occurrence and the aggrieved 
and/or appropriate Steward notifies the appropri- 
ate First-Line Supervisor 5 days prior to filing of 
the grievance. 
If the appropriate Second-Line Supervisor, or his/ 
her designated representative does not hear the 
grievance within I5 days after the requen fora con- 
ference has been made, or satisfy it within 15 days 
afler the conference ends, the employee and/or the 
Union mavoresent the erievance within 20 days to 
, . - 
the Refinery Manager. 
2. Second Step 
If the Refinery Manager, or hisherdesignated rep- 
resentative, does not arrange such a conference 
within 15 days after the request is presented, or if 
the grievance is not satisfied within I5 days afler 
the conference ends, the Union may if the griev- 
ance is arbitrable, that is if it involves an alleged 
violation of a provision of this Agreement, proceed 
to the arbitration procedure. 
C. I. For the purpose of computing the number of days I 
in this M i c l e  (Grievance Procedure), Saturdays, 
Sundays, and holidays shall not be counted. 
2. The appropriate Stewards involved may be present 
at all conferences. The Union may designate an 
individual who is not the appropriate Steward in 
the event the appropriate Steward cannot be present. 
The Union Business Agent may be present at either 
step in the grievance procedure. 
3. At the first step, there may be as many as three 
Union Stewards, besides the grievant, at any con- 
ference where a grievance is heard or presented. 
This number may be increased to asmany as fiveat 
the second step. 
4. The Company's answer to the grievance shall be in 
writing. 
5.  If the Company and the employee adjust a griev- 
ance, then 
a. The adjustment must be consistent with this 
Agreement, and 
b. The Union Steward must be givenan o p p o k -  
nity to be present at the adjustment of an al- 
leged violation of the contract. 
c. By mutual consent of the parties, a written an- 
swer by the Company may be waived. 
Article Flfteen 
ARBITRATION 
If the grievance is not adjusted under the steps provided 
in Article Fourteen, and if it involves an alleged violation of 
a provision ofthis Agreement, then upon written demand by 
the Union the dispute may be referred within 30 days fol- 
lowing the decision of the Manager, or hisfier designated 
representative, to the arbitration procedure. Upon receipt of 
a written demand for arbitration, the Company and Union 
shall meet to reduce to writing the question to be submitted 
to the Arbitrator. In the event the Union and Company fail 
to agree upon the question to be submitted prior to the con- 
vening of the arbitration hearing, the Arbitrator shall decide 
the question at the beginning of the hearing. 
The Company and the Union shall each select one repre- 
sentative. These representatives shall make a joint request 
to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service lo name a 
panel of fivequalified Arbitrators. The representatives shall 
select the Arbitrator 'om this panel by alternately striking 
names until four have been stricken. A toss of the coin shall 
determine whether the Union or the Company shall strike 
the first name. The remaining member of the panel shall be 
the Arbitrator. No one can be an Arbitrator in more than one 
grievance between the parties during any six-month period. 
The six-month period shall begin on the first day of a hear- 
ing. An Arbitrator must be selected and a hearing scheduled 
within 12 months of the day a grievance is appealed to arbi- 
tration. 
The Arbitrator shall have the authority oniy to interpret 
and apply the provisions of this Agreement and shall not 
have authority to alter or add to it in any way. The decision 
of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding on the Company 
and the Union for the duration of this agreement. 
The Company shall not be obligated to pay'any employee 
for work time lost in attending an arbitration hearing. The 
fees and expenses of the Arbitrator shall be borne equally by 
the parties. 
In cases involving termination of employment, the parties 
shall: 
Meet within ten working days following appeal to arbi- 
tration to reduce to writing the question to be submitted 
to the Arbitrator. 
Request a panel ofArbitrators within five working days 
after reducing the question to writing. 
- Select the Arbitrator within ten working days following 
receipt of the panel ofArbitrators. 
- Establish a date for the hearing within 15 working days 
following notification by the Arbitrator. The hearing shall 
be scheduled within 90 calendar days. 
Request that the Arbitrator render an answer within 60 
calendar days of the close of the hearing. 
Article Sixteen 
UNION-MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES 
A. The official acts of officers and committee members of 
the Union shall be construed as the official acts of the 
Union, not of ihe individuals, and shall not reflect upon 
the work or standing of such persons. 
B. From time to time, meetings may be held by mutual agree- 
ment to deal with urgent matters or matters of mutual 
interest. The Union President, Vice Presidents, Secre- 
tary, and memben of the Board of Stewards, who are 
released with permission, will not suffer a loss of pay for 
reasons of attending such meetings. 
Article Seventeen 
BULLETIN BOARDS 
The Company will provide and maintain bulletin boards 
in such number at such locations within the Baytown Refin- 
ery as the parties may agree upon from time to time. Such 
bulletin boards may be used by the Union for the posting of 
notices which are of general interest to its members, pro- 
vided no notices of a controversial or political character be 
posted. 
All Union notices shall be signed by either the Presi- 
dent, Vice Presidents, Secretary, or the Business Agent of 
the Union before posting. 
Artlcle Eighteen . 
FREEDOM O F  EMPLOYEES 
The Company and the Union shall refrain f i o m k y  and 
all forms ofinterference. intimidation. and coercion bv word 
or deed, in the rights of an employee to exercise hislher free- 
dom of action in joining or not joining any labor organiu- 
tion, church, society, or fraternity. The Company and the 
Union shall refrain from any form of discrimination against 
an employee because of race, color, religion, age, sex, na- 
tional origin, handicap, and veteran's status. 
Article Nineteen 
INDUSTRIAL PEACE 
The Union agrees that neither it nor any of the employ- 
ees covered by this Agreement will collectively or individu- 
ally engage in or participate, directly or indirectly, in any 
strike, slowdown, stoppage or other interference of produc- 
tion or work during the term of this Agreement, except as 
stated in Alticle Eleven, and the Company agrees that there 
shall be no lockout during the term of this Agreement. 
The Company and the Gulf Coast Industrial Workers 
Union PACEIU Local 4-2001 agree that: 
A. The Union will give 60-days advance written notice to 
the Company before the Union or any employee cov- 
ered by this Agreement, either collectively or individu- 
ally, engages or participates in, directly or indirectly, 
any strike, slowdown, stoppage or other interference of 
production or work. 
El. The Company will give 60-days advance written notice 
to the Union before any Company lockout. 
C. Neither the Union nor the Company may give its 60- 
day written notice before April 15,2007. 
D. All provisions of the collective bargaining agreement 
will be extended until the earlier o f  
(1) expiration of the 60day  period after the above-de- 
scribed notice is given, or 
(2) the effective date of a new collective bargaining 
agreement between the panies. 
Article Twenty 
WORKING RULES 
As a means of directing the working force, directing 
and controlling operations ofthe Plant, and maintaining dis- 
cipline and appropriate standards of both individual and 
group conduct, the Company will from time to time, as it 
deems advisable, publish working N ~ S .  The application of 
such rules shall not be in conflict with any provision of this 
Agreement. 
Artiele Twenty-One 
MEALS FOR OVERTIME 
A. An employee required to work more than I I consecu- 
tive hours shall be furnished a lunch by the Company, 
except on the occasion of the annual shift exchange for 
rotating shift employees. An employee who works into 
the No. 2 Shift after having worked the No. I Shift will 
be furnished a breakfast and a noon lunch if hdshe 
works through those meal periods. 
6. An employee scheduled out before hisher regular shift 
involving sixteen (16) hours total time on thejob shall 
be furnished with a meal by the Company at the meal 
period involved after the employee has worked eight 
(8) hours. 
C. An employee called to work without suflicient notice 
to obtain a lunch will be furnished a lunch for each 
meal period involved even though hdshe is not required 
lo work more than I I consecutive hours. 
D. An employee who works more than two consecutive 
hours beyond hisher scheduled shift will be eligible 
for a meal allowance of $7.00 in hisher paycheck. An 
employee who works more than three coni&utive hours 
bevond hisher shift will have the ootion to receive an 
overtime lunch in lieu of the meal allowance. (Note: 
Only one will apply - an allowance or a meal.) 
Artiele Twenty-Two 
SPECIAL LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
A. The Company agrees that it shall upon request of the 
Union grant special leaves of absence without pay for 
participation in Union activities to a maximum of three 
employees for a period up to two years in each case, 
provided request is made 30 days prior to the beginning 
ofeach leave. Within acontract year, additional special 
leaves up to a maximum combined total of 130 working 
days shall be granted for participation in Union activi- 
ties, provided each separate leave shall be requested as 
many working days in advance as the duration of the 
leave, up to a maximum of I0 days. An employeemanted 
. .  - 
such leave shall continue to accrue seniority in the divi- 
sion or department to which helshe was assigned at the 
beeinnine of the leave and shall be entitled to return to 
- - 
the appropriate process area or mechanical group at the 
end of the leave if hefshe is still qualified. In all other 
respects, an employee on such special leave shall as- 
sume the same status as an employee on a regular leave 
of absence. 
8. Upon employee request, the Company may, at its dis- 
cretion, grant special leaves of absence for periods not 
to exceed two years for the purpose of temporary work 
assignments outside the Baytown Refinery An employee 
granted such leave shall continue to accrue seniority in 
thedivision or department to which hefshe wasassigned 
at the beginning ofthe leave and shall be entitled to re- 
turn to the appropriate process area or mechanical group 
at the end of the leave if heishe is still qualified. 
Article Twenty-Three 
LEAVE DUE T O  DEATH IN 1MMEDlATE FAMLLY 
An employee, irrespective of length of service, will be 
allowed a reasonable time at straight rate for a period not to 
exceed 3 regularly scheduled workdays for time lost because 
of death in employee's immediate family. The term "imme- 
diate family" is interpreted as meaning wife, husband, child, 
brother and sister, mother and father, grandfather, grand- 
mother, grandchild,mather-in-law and father-in-law, brother- 
in-law and sister-in-law, son-in-law and daughter-in-law, and 
other relatives who are members ofthe employee's immedi- 
ate household. The term "immediate family" shall also be 
interpreted so as to include equal coverageofthe abovedes- 
ignated relatives of employee and spouse. The application 
of this provision shall be limited to maintenance of normal 
straight-time earnings and shall not apply to an employee 
who is off the job due to disability, leave of absence, etc. 
Allowance for death in an employee's immediate family that 
may occur while the employee is on vacation is to be handled 
in accordance with the provisions of Article Thirty F. 7he 
day on which death occurs may be counted as one of the 3 
days for which pay may be allowed. 
Article Twenty-Four 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
The Company agrees to make every reasonable effort 
( I )  to maintain sanitary and healthful working conditions; 
(2) to prevent industrial accidents; (3) to provide adequate 
hospitalization at Company expense for the care of employ- 
ees injured in the line,ofduty; and (4) to provide health su- 
pervision by a competent medical sta& 
Article Twenty-Five 
JURY AND WITNESS SERVICE 
Employees required to perform jury service on a day 
during which they are scheduled to work shall notify their 
supervisor at least 24 hours prior to the time they are sched- 
uled to begin jury service. Employees who givesuch notice 
shall be paid for their scheduled hours of work at straight- 
time rates and shall be permitted to retain their jury pay. 
Employees are not required to report for work on any day on 
which jury service is performed. 
Employees required to appear under subpoena at acoun 
proceeding as a witness in a criminal trial on a day during 
which they are regularly scheduled to work shall notify their 
supervisor at least 24 hours prior to the time they are sched- 
uled to appear in court. Employees who are not defendants 
in said trials and who give such notice shall be reimbursed 
for no more than the difference between their normal straight- 
time earnings and the fee to which they are entitled as a 
witness. 
Article lkenty-Six 
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE 
A. The first eighteen months ofan employee's continuous 
active service for employees hired on or after April 15, 
2003 (12 months for employees hired before April 15, 
2003), shall be considered as temporary, and termina- 
tion ofemployment within that time may be made at the 
discretion of the Company. 
B. The Company shall have the right to discipline and dis- 
charge employees for just cause. The commission of 
the offenses listed in Schedule C shall be just cause to 
render an employee liable to discharge on first offense. 
In the event of discharge, the Company will give the 
employee and, at hidher request, the Union a written 
statement giving the reason or reasons for the discharge. 
Article lkenty-Seven 
BENEFIT PLANS 
A. Effective May 1, 1980, the Company agrees to pay the 
insurance carrier selected by the Union, and acceptable 
to the Company, for a Company-approved dental assis- 
tance plan while said contract is in force: 
- $15.50 each month or the total premium, whichever 
is less, for each employee insured under said con- 
tract. 
B. This Agreement shall not affect the eligibility of em- 
ployees for participation in any Company benefit plan, 
life insurance plan, pension plan and savings plan, de- 
pendency pay for military leave and militaty leave pay, 
or any other Company benefit plan now in effect, all of 
which plans and programs shall be governed by their 
separate provisions. This provision, however, is not a 
waiver of such right as the Union has to bargain con- 
ceming these plans. 
Article Twenty-Eight 
TRANSFERS 
A. Forthe purpose ofthis Ag~ement, a tlansfer is a change 
from the hourly to the salaried roll, or vice versa, or is 
an assignment other than a promotion or reduction in 
forces in which the employee's classification or loca- 
tion is changed on the personnel records. 
B. The designation of the employees to be transferred in 
or to a process area or mechanical group and the deter- 
minationofthenumbaofemployeesneeded in all hans 
fen  rest with the Company. 
Article Tweoty-Nlne 
PLANT LAYOFFS 
A. The Union agrees to support, within the framework of 
this collective bargaining agreement, the Company's 
effort to maintain and irnproveifscompetitiveposition. 
The Company will, to the extent possible, continue its 
past practice of letting normal attrition, retraining, and 
other programs short of layoff, offset staffing surplus 
which may develop. 
B. The determination of the necessity for a layoff, as well 
as the determination ofthe number of employees to be 
laid off, is a function of the Company and must rest 
with it. However, the Company will not contract nor- 
mal maintenance work customarily performed by em- 
ployees covered by this Agreement which will result in 
the layoff of present employees qualified to perform 
the work, or prevent the reemployment of qualified 
persons who have been laid off for aperiod ofone year 
or less. 
C. If the Company finds it necessary to lay off employees, 
the employees shall be laid off in the following 
manner: 
Employees hired after April IS, 1983, who are laid off 
shall be those with the least Plant seniority in the sur- 
plus classification(s). The classifications are Process 
Technician, Mechanical Crafts, Instrument Technician, 
and Materials Technician. 
Employees who are transferred to the Baytown Refin- 
ery from other Exxon locations, and who were on the 
Exxon payroll on or before April IS, 1983, shall be 
laid off on the basis of least Plant seniority without re- 
gard to classification. 
Employees hired before April IS, 1983, who are laid 
off shall be those with the least Plant seniority without 
regard to classification. 
D. Individuals laid offduring the preceding 12 months shall 
be offered reemployment when permanently needed in 
the order of Plant seniority, provided nothing has h a p  
pened in the meantime to render them unfit to do the 
work. Offers of reemployment under this Article shall 
be made by registered letter, return receipt requested, 
to the last known addresses of former employees and 
shall remain open for IS calendar days after poshnark 
date. 
Article Thirty 
VACATIONS 
See Side Letter Dated June 21,2000 
A. Each employee is eligible for vacation with pay in ac- 
cordance with the following schedule: 
Service Vacation 
ARer 6 Months t l Week 
ARer 1 Year *I Additional Week 
2 through 4 Years 2 Weeks 
5 through 9 Years 3 Weeks 
10 through 19 Years 4 Weeks 
20 through 29 Years 5 Weeks 
30 or more Years 6 Weeks 
*May be taken together aRer I year. 
0. Service for purposes of this Article shall be Company- 
accredited service, the last year ofwhich shall have been 
continuous service. 
C. Vacation payments will be made in accordance with an 
employee's normal working schedule. In addition to 
the regular vacation payment, a Wage-Hour subject 
employee will be paid eight hours at s p i g h t  rate for 
any scheduled holiday that falls within hislher vaca- 
tion. 
D. Ifan employee becomes disabled prior to the commence- 
ment of hidher vacation, and the employee's disability 
absence extends into hislhn scheduled vacation period, 
the vacation shall be postponed and, upon the 
employee's regm to work, another period assigned. 
E. Ifan employee becomesdisabled within a vacation and 
the disability continues for seven consecutive calendar 
days or longer, the portion ofthe vacation during which 
the employee is disabled shall be suspended provided 
the disability is approved by the Company. 
F. lfdeath occurs in the immediate family ofan employee 
during the employee's vacation, helshe shall receive the 
allowance for death in immediate family as is neces- 
sary under the circumstances. That portion of the vaca- 
tion canceled by the allowance due to death of a mem- 
ber ofthe employee's immediate family will, at the dis- 
cretion of the Company, be added to the vacation pe- 
riod originally scheduled or taken at some future date 
within the current calendar year. 
G Ifan employee is unable to take hisher entire vacation 
during the calendar year in which it is due because of 
disability, leave of absence, or an unusual work situa- 
tion in which the Company requests the employee to 
defer hidher vacation, the deferred vacation shall be 
completed as soon as i t  can conveniently be scheduled 
in the following year. 
H. An employee who will beeligible for an additional week 
of vacation later in the calendar year by reason of ser- 
vice may take that week of vacation immediately fol- 
lowing the vacation to which helshe is otherwise 
eligible. 
I. Normally a week of vacation is a period of seven con- 
secutive calendar days and begins on one of the 
employee's workdays; however, vacations for rotating 
shift employees shall be scheduled for entire work pe- 
riods, except in those instances where the employee has 
insufficient days ofvacation remaining to beoff for the 
entire work period. Where scheduling will permit, a 
vacation may be split and taken in separate periods of 
one or more weeks each. 
J. Employees who retire during the year may be granted 
their vacation before their retirement date if it can be 
scheduled. 
K. An employee laid off for lack of work shall be paid (in 
lieu ofvacation) the amount hdshe would be paid i fhd  
she took h i h e r  vacation beginning on the date hdshe 
was laid off. 
L. An employee who is discharged for just cause will be 
paid for any vacation not already taken. 
M. An employee may be permitted to take one or more 
days of hislher remaining vacation at a time other than 
when it is scheduled. A maximum of three weeks (15 
days) vacation may be taken in this manner. Eight-hour 
shift employees may take up to three of their 15 one- 
day vacations in one-half day increments on either the 
first half or last half of the shift. 
N. Subject to Company approval, employees regularly as- 
signed to nonrotating shifts may defer up to one week 
(five workdays) and employees regularly assigned to 
rotating shifts in Process may defer up to one week (ei- 
ther five or six workdays) of their current year's vaca- 
tions to be taken in the subsequent year. 7he request 
for such deferral may be made by the employee at any 
time during a calendar year. An employee's regular rate 
of pay in effect at the time the deferred vacation is taken 
will apply. 
0. To the extent consistent with efficient operations, the 
Company will respect and take into account the prefer- 
ence ofemployees within a particulardepamnent in de- 
termining the method ofscheduling vacations for those 
employees. 
Article Thirty-One 
COPY OF CONTRACT 
A. The Company agrees to furnish a printed copy of this 
Aereement to each of its oresent ernolovees in the bar- - . , 
gaining unit and to each new employee when hired. 
B. The Company will furnish the Union aSDraft" copy of 
the new Agreement within fourteen (14) days of the 
Union's ratification of the Agreement. 
Upon return receipt from the Union of the "Draft" copy 
of the Agreement, the Company shall have forty-five 
(45) days to provide the Union with a "Final Proof' 
fromthe printer. By mutual agreement ofthe parties, if 
emergency circumstances arise, this time period may 
be extended an additional ten (10) days. 
Upon receipt of the approved "Final Proof' of the 
Agreement from the Union, the Company shall have 
not more than sixty (60) days to furnish a printed copy 
of the Agreement to each employee represented by the 
Union. By mutual agreement of the parties, if emer- 
- 
gency circumstances arise, this time period may be ex- 
tended an additional ten (10) days. 
Article Thirty-Two 
ELECTION JUDGES 
Employees sewing as election judges shall be excused 
from dutv to serve at all county, state, and national elec- 
tions; and while performing at elections during periods that 
they would otherwise be on duty, they shall receive full pay 
at regular rates (excluding overtime), and shall be permitted 
to retain their election judge pay 
ArticleThlrty-Three 
EFFECT O F  AGREEMENT 
lfone party violates this Agreement, commits an unfair 
labor practice, violates the law, refuses to amend this Agree- 
ment, or refuses to do something this Agreement does not 
require, that fact will not excuse the other parties or any em- 
ployee from performing the obligations imposed on the par- 
ties or any employee by this Agreement. 
Article Thirty-Four 
MECHANICAL DIVISION 
(Hourly Classifications), 
A. Computing Seniority 
I. Seniority Definitions 
a. Classification Seniority - Classification senior- 
ity shall include: 
( I)  the period of time that an employee is regu- 
larly assigned to a particular classification or 
to a classification of higher pay within the 
same line ofpromotion (the period ofaccrued 
time of any employee under this provision as 
ofApril 15, 1969, shall be counted as senior- 
ity time to any classification to which an em- 
ployee is assigned subsequent to April IS, 
1969); and 
(2) the period of time that an employee presently 
in a mechanical group classification was regu- 
larly assigned to craft and helper jobs in craft 
in any other Exxon Refinery; and 
(3) the period of time that an employee is on an 
approved military leave of absence with se- 
niority to accrue on the mechanical group 
classification (or on the classification of the 
craft, if prior to April 15, 1969) to which he/ 
she was regularly assigned prior to military 
service - the employee returning from mili- 
tary service will be senior to all employees 
on theclassification to which helsheretumed 
from military service who were junior to the 
employee at the time hdshe entered military 
service; and 
(4) the period of time that an employee works on 
equal or higher classifications in another de- 
partment or division provided the work that 
the employee has been performing is trans- 
ferred to the mechanical group classification 
coincident with hislher transfer to the me- 
chanical group classification. 
b. Mechanical Group Seniority - Mechanical 
Grouo senioritv shall be the oeriod of time or 
equivalent time that an employee is regularly as- 
signed to the Baytown Refinery Mechanical Di- 
vision andlor the Baytown Chemical Plant Me- 
chanical Division, excluding time in the Labor 
Department. It shall include the period of time 
that an employee is on an approved military leave 
of absence. An employee who may accumulate 
Classification seniority as provided in A.1.a. of 
this Article shall receive comparable Mechanical 
Group seniority. 
c. Plant Seniority- Plant seniority of an employee 
at the Baytown Refinery on February 11, 1960 
(including an employee not covered by t h i s ~ ~ r e e -  
ment) shall be the amount oftime an employee is 
a regular employee ofthe Humble Oil &Refining 
Company (a Delaware Corporation), and the 
Humble Oil & Refining Company (a Texas Cor- 
poration), and the Humble Pipe Line Company of 
Texas, plus all time helshe is a regular employee 
in the Baytown Refinery and the Baytown Chemi- 
cal Plant afler February l I, 1960. 
Plant seniority ofan employee hired or transferred 
to the Baytown Refinery or the Baytown Chemi- 
cal Plant after February 11, 1960, shall be the 
amount oftime helshe isa regular employee at the 
Baytown Refinery or the Baytown Chemical Plant 
after such date. 
Plant seniority of an employee transferred out of 
the Baytown Refinery or the Baytown Chemical 
Plant afler February l I, 1960, shall be retained. 
d. Seniority Temination- All seniority shall be bro- 
ken and an employee shall retain no seniority credit 
in the following cases: 
( I )  Absence due to layoff in excess of one year. 
(2) Failure to report in 15 days when recalledfrom 
layoff, except when an extension is granted 
by the Company. 
(3) Discharge for just cause. 
(4) Resignation 
e. Senior Employee - The employee who has the 
most Classification seniority, as defined in A.1 .a. 
of this Anicle, shall be the senior employee. If 
the Classification seniority of two or more em- 
ployees is equal, the employee who has the most 
Mechanical Group seniority, as defined in A.1.b. 
ofthis Article, shall be the senior employee. Ifthe 
Classification and Mechanical Group seniority of 
Wo or more employees is equal, the employee who 
has the most Plant seniority, as defined in A.1.c. 
ofthis A~ticle, shall be the senior employee. Ifthe 
Classification, Mechanical Group, and Plant se- 
niority oftwoor more employees is equal, the em- 
ployee who is the oldest in age shall be the senior 
employee. 
2. Other Seniority Credits 
1 An employee transferred before or after the date of 
this Agreement from a classification now covered by 
this Agreement to a job not covered by this Agree- 
ment shall retain all seniority that accrued prior to 
hisiher transfer. No Mechanical Group or Classifica- 
tion seniority shall accrue on the job not covered by 
this Agreement. 
If such employee is removed from a job not covered 
by thisAgreement, helshernay beretumed to theclas- 
sification covered by this Agreement which helshe last 
held, provided helshe is senior to the last employee 
reduced from that classification, if any. 
I 8. Promotions 
1. Procedure forMaking Promotions 
~romotions to the classification ofMechanical Crafts 
and Instrument Technician shall be made in accor- 
dance with the provisions of D, Formal Training Pro- 
grams, of this Article. 
C. Reductions in Force 
h e  determination ofthe necessity for reduction in forces, 
as well as the determination ofthe number of employees 
to be reduced and the mechanical group classification 
from which reductionsmust be made, is a function ofthe 
Company and must rest with it. However, to insure fair 
treatment of all employees in the event of reduction in 
forces, it is agreed that the following procedures shall be 
observed: 
1. Reduction Within a Classification 
When a surplus of manpower exists in a mechanical 
group classification, all employees in that mechani- 
cal group classification shall be pooled and thejunior 
employees in the classification where the surplus ex- 
ists shall be reduced. Thecompany may transfer them 
to Trainee Programs or to other divisions. Such re- 
ductions shall be made in accordance with the fol- 
lowing rules: - 
a. AII Mechanical Crafts-Starting or Instrument Tech- 
nicians-Startingwithin the classification where the 
surplus exists shall be reduced in the reverseorder 
of their seniority before other employees are re- 
duced. Likewise, Mechanical Crafts-After 6 
Months, After 12 Months, After 24 Months, and 
After 36 Months, in that order, shall be reduced in 
the reverse order of seniority before other reduc- 
tions out of the Mechanical Crafis or Instrument 
Technician classifications are made. 
b. If additional reductions out of a classification are 
made, the junior Mechanical Crafts or  Instrument 
Technician as determined by the provisions ofA. I .e 
of this Article shall be reduced. 
c. Employees moved from their classification because 
of being surplus shall be offered the opportunity 
to return when permanently needed in the classifi- 
cation from which they were last reduced. Such 
returns shall be made in the reverse order in which 
the employees were reduced, provided nothing has 
happened in the meantime to render them unfit to 
fill the requirements of the job. If an employee 
decllnes to return to thejob at the tlmcoftheong~- 
nal uflcr, theobl~gnuon shall have beet] lullilled 
D. Formal Training Programs 
I .  The Company agrees to conduct or arrange for 
Training Programs for the purpose of offering o p  
portunities for qualified employees to become 
Mechanical Crafts or Instwment Technicianswhen, 
in the opinion of the Company, the need for such 
programs exists. In order to enable them to pass 
thequalifying tests for entrance into the programs, 
some employees may elect to take outside courses 
of study on their own time. Employees who satis- 
factorily complete outside study courses approved 
by the Company will be reimbursed for their ex- 
penses for textbooks and tuition. 
2. It is the intent of the parties to this~greement that 
trainees shall be treated without discrimination. 
Trainees who feel that thev have been disctimi- 
nated against shall have recourse to the grievance 
and arbitration procedures. 
3. Thenumberofemployees to be placed in theTrain- 
ing Programs, and the standards required for ad- 
mission to, progression in, and elimination from, 
and completion of such programs, shall be deter- 
mined by thecompany. Changes in standards will 
not affect employees who have already entered 
such Training Program. 
4. The duration of the program shall be three years 
and the progression ratesof pay and classifications 
shall be set out in Schedule A of this Agreement. 
5. Employees entering the Training Program aRer 
March 20, 1969, may be required to attend and 
satisfactorily complete a total of324 hours ofjob- 
related classes over aperiod ofthree yearson their 
own time, with amaximum of 132 hours each year 
and no more than two scheduled three-hour classes 
per week, excluding makeup classes. 
6. Trainees shall be ineligible for slides during their 
participation in the Training Program. 
7. Trainees will begiven periodic tests and examina- 
tions on a uniform basis to qualify them for proL 
gression within the Training Program. 
8. Trainees who fail to satisfactorily meet the require- 
ments of academic andlor "on the job" training 
shall be terminated. 
9. Upon satisfactory completion of the requirements 
of the Training Program the trainee will be pro- 
moted to the classification of Mechanical Crafts- 
Afler 36 Months or Instrument Technician-Afler 
36 Months and will be awarded a certificate sig- 
nifying that hdshe has satisfactorily completed the 
Training Program. When two or more employees 
are enrolled in training at the same time, they shall 
maintain their relative seniority positions that ex. 
isted at the time ofenrollment aRer completion of 
training and advancement to the classification of 
Mechanical Crafts or Instrument Technician. 
E. Additional Training or Retraining 
As the need arises from time to time, employees may be 
required to take training to keep pace with changingcon- 
ditions or work requirements. This training shall be on 
Company time and for the purpose of improving their 
~erformance in current jobs or to qualify them for con- 
sideration for other assignments. In any event, all me- 
chanical employees will beexpected to performassigned 
work to the best of their ability. 
F. Temporary Assignments 
I. Employees may be temporarily loaned into a classifi- 
cation, department, or division from other classifica- 
tions, departments, or divisions and will receive the 
rate ofpay as provided in ~ r i i c l e  Eleven B: provided 
that in filling temporary assignments of more than 
oneweek's duration, all available employees who have 
been reduced from said classification or department 
(under Reductions in Force provisions of C of this 
Article) shall first be offered the opportunity to fill 
the temporary assignment if they are entitled to re- 
turn permanently under the provisions o f C  of this 
Article. 
2. For such temporq  assignments, the employee's regu- 
lar classification shall not be changed. 
G General Provisions 
I. An employee who is absent on theday a transfer, pro- 
motion, or reduction is made shall nevertheless have 
the seniority status hdshe would have had if hdshe 
had been working on that day. The employee's pay 
on the new classification shall become effective the 
day hdshe returns to work. 
2. In administering the provisions of this Article, the 
Company shall not be required to assign or retain an 
employee on any classification for which heJshe is 
unqualified. 
3. First-class Crafls as ofApril IS, 1969, will maintain 
their craft identification. These craft identifications 
are closed to entry after April 15, 1969. All other 
employees will be identified in accordance with 
Schedules A and B. 
H. Normal Hours of Work 
Shill I 
-
11:30 p.m.-730 am. 7 9 0  a.m.-1200 Nmn 4:00 p.m.-ll:00 m.n. 
1200 m.n.-8:00 am. I 2 3 0  p.m.-330 p.m. 4 3 0  p.m.-12:30 a.m. 
7 3 0  a.m.-12:00 Nwn 
12:30 p.m.4:OO p.m. 
Thenumber of employees assigned to other hours ofwork 
shall be kept to a minimum. 
The workweek shall start at 11:30 p.m. Sunday and end 
at 11 :30 p.m. the following Sunday. 
Article Thirty-Five 
MATERIALS DIVISION 
A. Computing Seniority 
1. Seniority Definitions 
a. Department Seniority 
Department seniority shall include the period of 
time an employee is regularly assigned to hourly 
and salaried jobs at the Storehouse including the 
periods of time that an employee works tempo- 
rarily outside Stores while retaining hisiher regu- 
lar classification. 
b. Plant Seniority 
Plant seniority of an employee at the Baytown 
Refinery on February I I ,  1960 (including an em- 
ployee not covered by this Agreement) shall be 
the amount of time an employee is a regular em- 
ployee ofthe Humble Oil & Refining Company (a 
Delaware Corporation) and theHumbleOil & Re- 
fining Company (a Texas Corporation) and the 
Humble Pipe Linecompany ofTexas, plusall time 
helshe is a regular employee in the Baytown Re- 
finery o r  Baytown Chemical Plant after 
February l I ,  1960. 
Plant seniority of an employee hired or transferred 
to the Baytown Refinety or the Baytown Chemi- 
cal Plant after February 11, 1960, shall be the 
amount oftime helshe is aregular employee at the 
Baytown Refinery or the Bayiown Chemical Plant 
after such date. 
Plant seniority of an employee transferred out of 
the Baytown Refinery or the Baytown Chemical 
Plant after February l I, 1960, shall be retained. 
All seniorityshall be broken andan employee shall 
retain no seniority credit in the following cases: 
( I )  Absence due to layoff in excess of one year. 
(2) Failure to report in 15 days when recalled kom 
layoff except whenanextension is granted by 
the Company. 
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(3) Discharge for just cause. 
(4) Resignation. 
d. Senior Employee 
(I) The employee who has the most Department 
seniority asdefined inA.1. ofthis Article shall 
be the senior employee. If the Department 
seniority of two or more employees is equal, 
the employee who has the most Plant senior- 
ity asdefined inA.1 .b. ofthis Article shall be 
the senior employee. If the Plant seniorityof 
two or more employees is equal, the employee 
who is the oldest in age shall be the senior 
employee. 
2. Other Seniority Credits 
An employee tfansferred before or after the date af 
this Agreement from a classification now covered by 
this Agreement to a job not covered by this Agree- 
ment shall retain all seniority that accrued prior to 
h i h e r  transfer. No Department seniority shall ac- 
crue on the job not coveredby this Agreement. If 
such employee is removed from a job not covered by 
. . 
this Agreement, hdshe may be returned to the classi- 
fication covered by this Agreement which hdshe last 
held. orovided he/she is senior to the last emdoyee 
. . . . 
reduced from that classification, if any. If the em- 
ployee is not senior to the last employee reduced from 
that classification, hdshe will be placed in the next 
lower classification in which hdshe is senior to the 
last employee reduced, if any. 
B. Promotions 
I .  procedure for Making Promotions 
Promotions to the classification of Materials Techni- 
cian shall be made in accordance with the provisions 
of the Formal Training Program of three years'dura- 
tion applicable to Materials Technicians. 
C. Reductions in Force 
The determination of the necessity for reduction in forces, 
as  well as thedetermination ofthe number ofemployees 
to be reduced and the classifications from which reduc- 
tions must be made, is a function of the Company and 
must rest with it. However, to insure fair treatment of all 
employees in the event of reduction in forces, the fol- 
lowing procedures shall be observed: 
I .  Reductions From The Division 
The junior surplus employees shall be,removed as 
follows: 
a. If an employee formerlyworked in another classi- 
fication or line ofpromotion covered by this Agree- 
ment, hefshe may be returned to the classification 
or line of promotion in which hdshe last worked 
before transferring to Stores with seniority credits 
for all time worked at Stores, provided the em- 
ployee is senior to the last employee reduced from 
that classification, if any. If the employee is not 
senior to the last employee reduced from that clas- 
sification, hdshe will be placed in the next lower 
classification in which hefshe is senior to the last 
employee reduced, if any. If the employee cannot 
be assigned to such classification because of its 
elimination or otherwise, hdshe may be assigned 
to some other department or division provided a 
permanent need exists and hefshe is qualified to 
perfom the work. 
b. If an employee hasnot worked in another classifi- 
cation covered by this Agreement, helshe may be 
assigned to some other department or division pro- 
vided a permanent need exists and helshe isquali- 
fied to perform the work. 
c. Employees reduced because of being surplus shall 
be offered an opportunity to return when perma- 
nently needed in the reverse order in which they 
were reduced. If an employee declines to return 
s t  the timeofthe original offer, the obligation shall 
have been fulfilled. 
D. Temporary Assignments 
I .  Employees may be temporarily loaned into a depart- 
ment or division from other depamnents or divisions 
and will receive the rate of pay as provided in Article 
Eleven B. 
2. For such temporaryassignments, the employee's regu- 
lar classification shall not be changed. 
E. Formal Training Program 
I .  7he Company agrees to conduct or arrange for aTrain- 
ing Program for the purpose of offering opportuni- 
ties for qualified employees to become MaterialsTech- 
nicians when, in the opinion of the Company, the need 
for such a program exists. 
2. ?he number of employees to  be placed in the Train- 
ing Program and the standards required for admis- 
sion to, progression in, elimination From, and comple- 
tion ofsuch program shall be determined by thecorn  
pany. Changes in standards will not affect employ- 
ees who have already entered such a program 
3. The duration of the program shall be three years and 
the progression rates of pay and classifications shall 
be set out in Schedule A of this Agreement. 
4. Employees entering the Training Program after 
March 20, 1969 may be required to attend and satis- 
factorily complete a total of 324 hours ofjob-related 
classes over a period of three years on their own time, 
with a maximum of 132 hours each year and no more 
than hvo scheduled three-hour classes per week, ex- 
cluding makeup classes. Trainees will be given peri- 
odic tests and examinations to determine their quali- 
fications for progression in the Training Program. 
Trainees who fail to satisfactorily meet the require- 
ments of academic and/or "on the job" training shall 
be terminated. 
I 
5. Trainees shall be ineligible for slidesduring their par- 
ticipation in the Training Program. 
6. Upon satisfactory completion of the requirements of 
theTraining Program the trainee will be promoted to 
the classification of Materials Technician-AAer 36 
Months and will be awarded a certificate signifying 
that helshe has satisfactorily completed the Training 
Program. 
I When two or more employees are enrolled in training at the same time, they shall maintain their relative se- nioritypositions that existed at the time ofenrollment 
after completion of training and advancement to the 
classification of Materials Technician. 
F. Additional Training or Retraining 
As the need arises from time to time, employees may be 
required to take training to keep pace with changing con- 
ditions or work requirements. This training shall be on 
Company time and for the purpose of improving their 
performance in current jobs or to qualify them for con- 
sideration for other assignments. All Stores employees 
will be expected to perform assigned work to the best of 
their ability. 
G General Provisions 
I. An employee who is absent on theday a transfer, pro- 
motion, or reduction is made shall nevertheless have 
the seniority status hdshe would have had if hdshe 
had been working on that day, although hisher pay 
on the new classification shall become effective the 
day hdshe returns to work. 
2. In administering the provisions of this Article, the 
Company shall not be required to assign an employee 
to any job hdshe is not capable of performing satis- 
factorily. 
H. Normal Hours of Work 
. -  
I2:W mn. - 8.W am 7:W am. - 12:W N m  4:W p.m. - I2:W m.n. 
1230 p.m. - 3 3 0  p.m. 4:M p.m. - 1230 am. 
7:30 rm. - 1200 Nmn 
12:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
7 3 0  rm. - 12:W N m  
I:W p.m - 4:30 p.m. 
The number of employees assigned to other hours of 
work shall be kept to a minimum. 
The workweek shall start at 1201 a.m. Monday and 
end at 12:OO m.n. the following Sunday. 
Article Thirty-Six 
PROCESS 
ArticleThirty-Six is in effect. NotwithstandingArticle Thirty- 
Seven of this Agreement, the Company reserves the right to 
establish Process Shifts in accordance with this Article. In 
that regard Article Thirty,Six will not be deemed inconsis- 
tent with Article Thirty-Seven. 
A. Computing Seniority 
I .  Seniority Definitions 
a. Process Seniority 
(1) Process seniorityofan employee regularly as- 
signed in Process on February l I, 1960, is the 
amount of time helshe has been or is regularly 
assigned in Process at the Baytown Refinery 
or the Baytown Chemical Plant, plus the 
amount of time helshe served in any other 
Humble Refinery in Texas in assignments com- 
parable to those in Process at the Baytown 
Refinery or the Baytown Chemical Plant. 
(2) Process seniority ofan employee not regularly 
assigned in Process on February I I ,  1960, is 
the amount of time hetshe has been or is regu- 
larly assigned in Process at the Baytown Re- 
finery or the Baytown Chemical Plant. 
b. Plant Seniority 
(1) Plant seniority of an employee regularly as- 
signed to the Baytown Refinery on February 
11, 1960, is the amount of Company senior- 
ity of the employee as of such date, plus all 
time the employee is regularly assigned to the 
Baytown Refinery or the Baytown Chemical 
Plant afler Febmary 11, 1960. 
(2) Plant seniority of an employee who was not 
regularly assigned to the Bayiown Refinery 
on February l I ,  1960, is the amount of time 
that such employee is regularly assigned to 
the Baytown Refineryor the Baytown Chemi- 
cal Plant. 
c. Company Seniority 
Company seniority is the amount of time an employee 
is a regular employee of the Humble Oil & Refining 
Company (a Delaware Corporation) and the Humble 
Oil &Refining Company (aTexas Corporation), the 
Humble Pipe Line Company of Texas, the Enjay 
Chemical Company, Exxon Chemical Americas, and 
Exxon Company, U.S.A. 
d. Senior Employee 
The employee who has the most Process seniority is 
the senior employee. If the Process seniority of two 
or more employees is equal, the employee who has 
the most Plant seniority is the senior employee. If 
the Process and Plant seniority of two or more em- 
ployees are equal, the employee who has the most 
Company seniority is the senior employee. If the 
Process, Plan!, and Company seniorityare equal, the 
employee who is the oldest in age is the senior em- 
ployee. 
2. Other Seniority Credits 
In addition to the seniority credits provided forin A.I., 
all types of seniority shall include the following: 
a. Periodsofmilitaryservice for which an employee 
is entitled by law to seniority credit. 
b. Periods of excused absence for personal reasons 
where the total absence is less than 3 1 days. 
c. Periods of layoff since January 1, 1963; if the 
layoff exceeds 12 months, only 12 months'se- 
niority credit shall be allowed. 
d. Periods of temporary assignment within the 
Baytown Refinery or the Baytown Chemical 
Plant outside the bargaining unit, or within the 
bargaining unit outside of Process. 
e. Periods of permanent assignment outside the bar- 
gaining unit in accordance with the following 
rule: 
An employee moved froma classification in Pro- 
cess after February 11, 1960 to a classification 
not in the bargaining unit shall receive seniority 
credit for the time spent outside the unit up to a 
maximum of 12 months. 
f. Periods of a loan to or employment with an af- 
filiated company or of special leave for nonmili- 
tary government service or for participation in 
union activities; if the period involved is in ex- 
cess of 24 months, only 24 months' seniority 
credit shall be allowed. 
g. The parties to this Agreement recognize that spe- 
cial circumstancesmay justify seniority credit in 
excessof the times orovided above or in circum- 
stances not covered above. When either patty 
desires that one or more employees receive se- 
niority credit in such special circumstances, the 
partiesshall confer to determineifagreement can 
be reached on the crediting of seniority for such 
employee or employees. 
3. Seniority Termination -An employee shall retain all 
L seniority credited to himlher unless hdshe: 
a. Fails to exercise hisher recall rights within IS 
days when recalled from a layo& 
b. Is discharged. 
c. Resigns for reasons other than employment with 
an Exxon Mobil Corporation affiliate. 
B. General Provisions 
I .  Definitions 
a. A "vacancy" exists when the Company deter- 
mines that an employee or employees should be 
assigned to a particular classification. 
b. A "surplus" exists in a classification, process area, 
department, or other group of employees when 
the Company determines that there are more 
employees than needed to perform the work. 
c. A "promotion" is a permanent move by an em- 
ployee to a higher classification. 
d. A "transfer" is a change from the hourly to the 
salaried roll, or vice versa, or is an assignment 
other than a promotion or reduction in force in 
which an employee's classification or location is 
changed on the penonnel records oran employee 
is moved from one process area to another. 
e. A "process area" is any grouping ofemploy- 
ees, work, equipment or facilities established, 
altered, transferred, consolidated or put in ef- 
fect by the Company for the purpose ofper- 
forming work in the Process Division. 
E To be considered "qualified" for assignment 
to adifferent classification, an employee must 
be well qualified in the classification to which 
hdshe is assigned and qualified for regular 
assignment in the other classification. 
2. Special Rules 
a. Whenever there is an employee entitled to re- 
instatement in a classification because ofhav- 
ing cutback rights, such tights shall be satis- 
fied before a permanent vacancy in the classi- 
fication is filled by promAtion or transfer. 
-. 
b. Where a permanent vacaky exists, it shall be 
filled before a reduction in force is made. 
c. An employee who is absent on the day a pro- 
motion, transfer, or reduction is made shall 
nevertheless receive the seniurity credit hehhe 
would have received ifhdshe had been work- 
ing on that day: however, the employee's pay 
on the new classification shall become effec- 
tive the day helshe returns to work. 
d. For the purpose of applying this Agreement, 
departmental Exha Boards are not in any pro- 
cess area or department. Reassignments will 
be made from time to time between depart- 
mental Extra Boards in order to maintain the 
balance considered necessary by the Company. 
For the purpose of applying this Agreement, 
the Baytovm Refinery Exha Board is com- 
posed of all employees assigned to the vari- 
ousdepartmental Extra Boards in the Baylown 
Refinery. 
e. lfwork included in any process area is trans- 
ferred from one department or division to an- 
other and ifthe employees who have been per- 
formine that work are transferred. their senior- 
" 
ity shall be transferred and credited in the de- 
partment or division to which they are trans- 
ferred. In the event of a reduction in force 
involving these employees, they shall be 
treated as if they were in a process area that 
was transferred. 
t When an employee moved from the bargain- 
ing unit to an assignment outside the unit is 
thereafter returned to the bargaining unit, he/ 
she shall be returned to the classification 
within the bargaining unit which hdshe last 
held. Ifthe return of such an employee to the 
bargaining unit creates a surplus in the classi- 
tication to which hdshe is assigned, then the 
procedure for reductions in force shall be fol- 
lowed to determine whether the returned em- 
ployee or some other employee in the classi- 
fication shall be reduced. 
g. When there is a conflict between Section F, 
Formal Training Program and the other sec- 
tions in Process in thisAgreementwith respect 
to Trainees, Section F will control. 
h. Regardless ofany pmvision in this Agreement, 
'the Company will not be obligated to assign 
or retain an employee in a classification for 
which hdshe is unqualified. 
1 C. Filling Permanent Vacancies 
I. Filling Vacancies in a Classification by Transfer of 
Employees 
a When a vacancy exists in aclassification in a pro- 
cess area, it may be filled either by the hansfer of 
thesenior qualified ProcessTechnician or Process 
Technician-After 36 Months, in that order, then 
assigned to the departmental Exha Board; or it 
may be filled by the transfer of a qualified em- 
ployee from another process area. 
b. Except as otherwise specifically provided for in 
this Agreement, the designation of employees to 
be transferred and the determination of the num- 
ber of employees to be transferred shall be made 
by the Company 
D. Temporary Assignments 
1. Within f h e  Process Technician Classification 
The Company may fill a temporary vacancy by as- 
signing an employee fromthe appropriate d e p m e n -  
tal Extra Board, or by the loan of an employee to the 
process area or department. 
E. Reductions in Force 
The determination of the necessity for reductions in force 
as well as the determination ofthe number of employees 
to be reduced and the process area from which reduc- 
tions must be made are functions of the Company and 
shall be determined by the Company. However, to in- 
sure fair treahnent of all employees in the event of a re- 
duction in force, employees shall be reduced or reassigned 
in accordance with the following procedures: 
1. Reductions Within a Process Area 
a. When employees are to be reduced from a classi- 
fication in a process area, the employees perma- 
nently assigned in that classification shall be 
pooled with other employees in the same classifi- 
cation in other process areas in the department. 
The junior employees in such a pool of employ- 
ees shall then be reduced to the appropriate Re- 
finery Extra Board. 
b. Employees remaining in a classification after re- 
ductions have been made from the pool of em- 
ployees in that classification shall be reassigned 
by the Company from the pool to the various pro- 
cess areas in the department as needed. 
2. Reductions from Process 
When there is a surplus of employees in Refinery 
Process, the junior Trainees (Process Technicians- 
Starting, Process Technicians-After 6 Months, Pro- 
cess Technicians-After 12 Months, Process Techni- 
cians-After 24 Months, and Process Technicians-Af- 
ter 36 Months) and Process Technicians, in that or- 
dershall bereduced fromthe appropriate ExtraBoard. 
These surplus employeesmay be bansferred between 
the Refinery and Chemical Plant Extra Boards pro- 
vided there is a permanent need; or be transferred to 
another deoartment orovided thevcarne from that de- 
partment and there is a permanent need 
3. Elimination of Department 
When the work of a department in Refinery Process 
is eliminated, necessitating a reduction in force, em- 
ployees in that department shall be pooled with other 
employeesin theirclassification in Refinery Process, 
depending upon the identity of the affected depart- 
ment, and the procedure for reductions set out in Sec- 
tion E, Reductions in Force, shall then be followed. 
4. Reinstatement of Employees Involved in Reduction 
in Force 
a An employee moved after February l I ,  1960, as a 
result of a reduction in force, from a classifica- 
tion, process area, department, or Process shall 
have the reinstatement rights set out below: 
( I )  Iftheemployee wasmoved from hisiher pro- 
cess area but remained in hisiher department, 
the employee shall be offered an opportu- 
nity to retum to hisiher process area when a 
permanent vacancy exists. If, as a result of a 
reduction in force, an employee is moved 
fromone process area to another process area 
in the same department, and then as a result 
of an organizational change the second pro- 
cess area is transferred to another department, 
the employee shall continue to have the re- 
instatement rights hdshe had at the time he/ 
,shewas moved as a result ofthe reduction in 
force. 
(2) If the employee was moved from hisiher de- 
partment, heJshe shall be offered an oppor- 
tunityto retum to the department in any pro- 
cess area when a permanent vacancy exists. 
(3) If the employee was moved from either the 
Refinery or Chemical Plant Process Extra 
Boards, hdshe shall be offered an opportu- 
nity to return to such Process Extra Board 
when a permanent vacancy exists. If, how- 
ever, such employee was originally reduced 
from a classification in a process area, heJ 
she shall, after returning to the appropriate 
Process Extra Board, have the right to be 
reinstated in a process area in hislher former 
depamnent when a permanent vacancy ex- 
ists. 
b. Ifmore than oneem~lovee hasreinstatement . . 
rights to a process area, to a depamnent, or 
to either the Refinery or the Chemical Plant 
Process Extra Boards, such employee shall 
exercise their reinstatement riehts in the or- 
- 
der of their seniority with respect to each 
other. 
c. An employee with reinstatement rights shall 
be entitled to return to the process area or 
the depamnent that hdshe was last in as a 
result of pooling because of reduction in 
force. 
d. Once back in Process, the department, pro- 
cess area or classification from which h J  
she was last reduced, an employee's rein- 
statement rights will terminate, and any fur- 
ther progress will be made in accordance 
with the procedure for filling vacancies. 
e. When an employee is offered the opponu- 
nity (but not compelled) to be reinstated and 
declines the opponunity, hislher reinstate- 
ment rights shall automatically terminate. 
f. An employee's reinstatement rights shall no 
longer exist if hdshe becomes disqualified 
for assignment to the process area, depart- 
ment, or Process, as the case may be. 
g. When a unit in aprocess area is reactivated, 
the employees who were assigned to the pro- 
cess area at the time of the unit's shutdown 
I, 
shall be offered the opportunity to return to 
their former process area in the order oftheir 
seniority, provided they are still qualified. 
Such employees shall not be required to ac- 
cept reassignment to their former classifi- 
cation if they would suffer a reduction in 
earnings by doing so. 
. , 
E Formal Training Program. 
I. The Company will conduct Training Programs when, 
in its judgment, the need exists, for the purpose of 
qualifying employees for the filling of operating jobs 
on either a regular or relief basis. 
2. The number of employees to be placed in the Train- 
ing Programs, and the standards required for admis- 
sion to, progression in, elimination frotq and comple- 
tion ofsuch programshall bedetermined bythecorn 
pany. Changes in the standards will not affect em- 
ployees who have already entered such program. 
3. The duration of the program shall be three years and 
the progression rates of pay and classifications shall 
be as set out in Schedule A of this Agreement. 
4. Employees desiring to qualify for enhance into or 
advancement within the Training Ptogrammay elect 
to take outside courses of study 04 their own time. 
When employees satisfactorily complete such courses 
ofoutkidestudy, they will be reimbursed by thecorn  
pany for their expenses for textbooksand tuition, pro- 
vided the courses were approved by the Company in 
advance. 
5. Trainees shall be members ofthe Process Extra Board 
at the Baytown Refineryuntil permanently transferred 
to a process area. 
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6. Trainees shall be ineligible for slides during their 
participation in the Training Program. 
7. Employees entering thcTnining Program aAer March 
20, 1969, may be required to attend and satisfactorily 
complete a total of 324 hours of job-related classes 
over a period of three years on their own time, with a 
maximum of 132 hours each year and no more than 
two scheduled three-hour classes per week, exclud- 
ing makeup classes. Trainees will be given periodic 
tests and examinations to determine their qualifica- 
tions for progression in the Training Program. Train- 
ees who fail to satisfactorily meet the requirements 
of the program shall be terminated. 
8. Upon satisfactory completion of the requirements of 
the Training Program, trainees will be classified as 
~rocess~echnicians-  her 36 Months and will remain 
on the appropriate Process Extra Board until perma- 
nently transferred to a process area. 
9. Trainees who are transferred to a process area, either 
temporarily or permanently, shall continue to receive 
the applicable progression rate until completion of 
their training. 
10. In the event an employee who satisfactorily completed 
theTraining Program or who entered Process prior to 
the institution of the Training Program is reduced to 
the Extra Board, hdshe shall not be required to enter 
the Formal Training Program. 
G Additional Training or Retraining 
As the need arises from time to time, employees may be 
required to take training to keep pace with changingcon- 
ditions and work requirements. This training shall be 
on Company time and for the purpose of improving their 
performance in current jobs or to qualify them for con- 
sideration for other assignments. However, to the ex- 
tent practicableand as the needexists, thecompany will 
provide mechanical training for all process employees. 
H. Computerized Control Centers 
A computerized control center contains a computerized 
console by means ofwhich the operation of one or more 
units within a particular process area is controlled. The 
position of console operator in any computerized con- 
trol center now or hereafter established is a supervisory 
position and is not covered by this Agreement. The 
Union will be informed of changes in and the establish- 
ment of computerized control centers as they are made 
by the Company. 
I. Normal Hours of Work 
Standard Schedules: 
Shift I 
-
11:OO p.m.-7:W a.m. 7:W a.m.J:W p.m. 3:W p.m.-ll:W p.m. 
or or 
7:W xrn. - 3:30 p.m. 4 0 0  p.m.-12:W m.n. 
7 3 0  am. - 4:W p.m. 
The workweek for rotating shift employees shall start at 11:OO p.m. 
Saturday and end at 11:OO p.m. the following Saturday. The work- 
week for other employees shall start at 12:OO midnight Sunday and 
end at 12:OO midnight on the following Sunday. 
For purposes of this Article, schedules are deemed as rotating or 
nonmtating eight (8) hour shifts. 
ARTICLE Thirty-Seven 
PROCESS DIVISION 
12-HOUR StI1F-T 
In the event there are inconsistencies between ArticleThirty- 
Seven and the rest of the Contract as relates to Il-hourrotat- 
ing shifts, Article 7hirty-Seven will be controlling. 
A. Definitions 
I. Twelve-hour shifls for the provision of this Article 
shall be the "four-on, four-off' rotating schedule. 
2. A & is a period from the beginning of the "Dm 
shifl on one calendar day to the beginning of the "Dm 
shift on the next calendar day. It bears the name and 
date of the calendar day on which it begins. Process 
employees working a 12-hourshifl will alternate work- 
ing " D  shift (6:30 a m .  to 6:30 p.m.) and " N  s h i A  
(6:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m.). Equal amounts oftime are 
scheduled for "D" and " N  shifls. 
3. A workweek is a period of seven consecutive days 
beginning at 6:30 a.m. Sunday. 
4. A work cvcle is a 16-week period of which an em- 
ployee works four 12-hour shifts per calendar week 
for eight of the I6 weeks and three 12-hour shifts per 
week for the remaining eight weeks, or a total of 56 
shifts of 12 hours each. 
5. A pay period is a two-week span of time starting at 
6:30 a.m. on Sunday and ending at 6 3 0  a.m. on Sun- 
day 14 days later. 
B. HOURLY CLASSIFICATION AND HOURLY 
RATES 
Adjusted Rate Schedule 
*After 48 Months 
Effectiveon the Industry Settlement Date in 2006, thecorn- 
pany will adjust the base wage rates shown in Article 37, 
Paragraph B (Adjusted Rate Schedule) by an amount equal 
to the adjustment to the base wage rates in 2006 for process 
and maintenance employees represented by PACE at the 
Company's Gulf Coast refining facilities, currently located 
at Beaumont, Texas, Baton Rouge, Louisiana and Chalmette, 
Louisiana. 
C. Shift Differential 
Employees working the I t h o u r  shift shall be paid a dif- 
ferential ofS1.32 per hour when working the night shift. 
D. Overtime 
I. Scheduled Overtime: Scheduled overtime will be paid 
at 1.5 t ima the adjusted me .  Scheduled ovenime will 
be only that time worked in excess of eight hours on 
each regularly scheduled workday, up to a maximum 
of four hours per day. 
2. Unscheduled Ovenime: Unscheduled overtime will 
be paid at 1.71 times the 12- hour adjusted rates. This 
same factor will apply to all 12-hour rates. 
3. Double time will be paid at 2.28 times the adjusted 
rate for time worked when an employee p e r f o m  work 
on seven consecutive d a p .  A holiday observed, jury 
duty, or Company-related wimess duty served on a 
regularly scheduled workday will count as time 
worked. The double time will be paid for the last 
regularly scheduled offday duringthe period ofseven 
consecutive days. Double time will also be paid for 
time worked after eight hours on a holiday. 
E. Holidays - 
I .  For each holiday on a 12-hour shift, a oneday (9.1 1 
hours) holiday bonus will be paid at theadjusted rates, 
2. Employees will receive 1.71 times the adjusted base 
rate (including shift differential if applicable) for the 
first eight houn of their regular schedule and 2.28 
times the adjusted base rate for the remaining four 
hours worked on the 12-hour schedule. 
E VACATIONS 
I. A week of vacation will be considered the average 
scheduled hounofwork each week, namely,42 hours. 
Thus, vacation eligibility will be either 42 hours, 84 
hours, 126 hours, 168 hours, 210 hours, or 252 hours, 
depending upon the service of the employee con- 
I 
cemed. Weeks of vacation will then be consumed at 
i the rate of 12 hours per day of vacation taken. 
I 2. Employees working the 12-hour shift schedule are 
eligible for vacation with pay in accordance with the 
following schedule: 
A R s  6 Month I Week* 
A R n  I Year I Addl. Week* 3.5 
17.5 
30 or Mom Ycan 6 Weeks 252 21.0 
*May be taken together after one year. 
3. Vacations may be scheduled according to Article 
Thirty, M. 
4. Subject to Company approval, employees may defer 
vacation up to a maximum of 60 hours. 
5.  Employees will be paid at their nonnal compensation 
for each 12 hours of vacation. The shift differential 
will be included where applicable. 
6. Employees in Process working a 12-hour shift are to 
be granted, at their request, five days off without pay 
(AN) in a calendar yearforpenonal reasons, provided 
certain conditions defined by the Company are met. 
These five days are in addition to the AVs (absence 
without pay combined with vacation) provided to 
schedule a full work period of vacation. 
Pay for any time worked on a shift when pan of the 
shifl is taken asan excused absence without pay (AN) 
will be calculated at two-thirds adjusted straight-time 
pay rate and one-third adjusted premium pay rate. 
7. A process technician may choose to take six hours' 
excused absence (AV) without pay with each week of 
vacation (42 hours) for which the employee is en- 
titled to complete the 48-hour work period. 
Pay for any vacation time on a shift when part of the 
shift is taken as an excused absence without oav(AV) . ,~ . 
will be calculated at two-thirdsadjustedstraight-time 
pay rate and one-third adjusted premium pay rate. 
G SCHEDULES 
1. Shift Exchanges 
- 
Shift exchanges will be allowed as an accommoda- 
tion to employees in order to reduce-for the 
employees. The conditions for executing a shift ex- 
change are listed on the Request for Shift Exchange 
Form, which is attached to this article. 
2. Partial Shift Exchanges 
Employees may exchange the scheduled overtime 
portion of a workday (i.e., hours in excess of eight 
hours) with another employee provided the criteria 
identified on the ~cheduled overtime Exchange Form 
are met, which is attached to this article. 
3. Jury/Wilness Duty 
Employees who are required to serve on jury duty, 
witness duty, or as an election judge on a day which 
they are normally scheduled to work will be allowed 
sutlicient time offwith pay to fulfill theseduties. The 
intent is to allow employees time offthe night before 
and the night after when the jury duty, wimess duty, 
or election judge service falls within the employee's 
work week and the employee is regularly scheduled 
to work nights. 
I 4. Change of Schedule 
I a. Article Eight, A.3., shall apply to IZhour shiR 
employees at the appropriate rate of pay except 
Sections A.3.b. and A.3.c. shall be modified as 
follows: 
b. Section A.3.b. - For purposes of this provision, 
a change ofoffdays also occurs for 12-hour shift 
employees when they are scheduled to work at least 
two of their offdays for turnaround or emergency 
work that lasts seven days or more. 
(For example - 4 01114 off to 6 o d 2  off.) 
c. Section A.3.c. - In this provision, "ten shifts" 
shall be "seven shifts" and "nine shifts" shall be 
"six shifts" for 12-hour shift employees. 
a An overtime allowance(S7.00) may be paid when 
an employee works more than 14 consecutive 
hours. Should the employee continue to work 
beyond I5 consecutive hours, helshe may elect 
either the aforementioned allowance or an over- 
time meal. (Note: Only one will apply - an al- 
lowance or a meal.) 
b. Employees who aregiven sufficient notice to pro- 
vide for meals before reporting for work on an 
unscheduled shift will not be provided with an 
overtime meal or pay in lieu of a meal unless they 
work in excess of 14 consecutive hours; then 5.a. 
above will apply. In all other cases, the policy for 
meals on unscheduled workdays will be the same 
as stipulated in Article lbenty-One. 
c. Article lbenty-One. Meals for Overtime, shall also 
apply to anyemployees assigned ton 12-hourtum- 
around or emergency schedule, 
H. Sickness Benelits 
Length of servicedetermines the number of weeksof full 
and of one-half pay an employee is eligible to receive 
when hdshe is absent from work because of sickness or 
off-the-job injury. Full pay is the same amount the em- 
olovee would receive if hdshe were at work. and one- . , 
halfpay is one-halfofthe amount hdshe would receive if 
hdshe were at work. 
I. Classroom Training 
1. Apprenticeship classroom training will continue to 
be on the employee's own time. 
2. Training days will be Tuesday and 7hursday ofeach 
week with following exceptions: ( I)  When a group 
of 12-hour employeesarecompleting their workcycle 
on Monday; the training day will be scheduled for 
Monday. (2) When a group of 12-hour employees 
begin their work cycle on Friday; training day will be 
scheduled for Friday. 
3. Classes will be scheduled on each training day at the 
following times: 
4. Make-up classes must be individually scheduled with 
the trainer. 
EMPLOYEE'S REQUEST FOR SHIFTEXCHANCE 
CON-COFF I2-HOUR SHIFT SCHEDULE 
As an a s s o d t i o ~  lhir shin exchange il rsqucred for rearan ol. 
EMPLOYEE EMPLOYEE 
INFORMATION REQUESTING AGREEING 
---
NAME 
SHIIT TEAM 
WORK WEEK DATES 6 : 3 0  a.m -30 s.m 
NlMRER OF 12-HOIJR SHIFTS IN ABOVE . ~-~ 
WORK WEEK 
BEFORE EXCHANGE 
AFIER EXCHANGE 
NORMAL SHIFT SCHEDULE 
DATE@) 
S r n ( S )  
EXCHANGETO SHIFT SCHEDULE 
DATE(?.) 
S r n ( S )  
FINAL SCHEDULED STANDBY DUTIES 
DATE@) 
S r n ( S )  
SIGNATURES 
- 
DATE SIGNED 
APPROPRIATE SUPERVISOR 
SIGNATURES 
DATES S l G m D  
STATUS -. - 
P 
ALI. PARTIESACREE THATSII IPT EXCHASGUSJ 
BE ,WADE IJNDERTHESE FOI.I.O\)1N(; CONDITIOXS: 
_ 
s h i n  u c b m g a  mud br a p p r d  by lhc appmprh  Svpcnivrrs a lun 18 horn 
orior U, lhe urllanrc. 
provisions dlhc Wage and How AcL 
A pm, anno, wort a wdnuour 2ehour paiad. 
. Paroor inrolrcd in the shin cxrhmgc mua w o h  tbc umc n u m b  of 12-hour 
shi% rffalhc shinurhmgc rr they would hare w d d  bcrox lhc *iflachmgc. 
. inwlrcd in shin uc rwnrib~e far my -izud .untimc 
dulicr. 
.All *in cxchangc, mu. bc wmplecd wilhin a pay pcriod 
EMPLOYEE'S REQUEST FOR EXCHANGE O F  
SCHEDULED OVERTIME HOURS 
4-ON-4-OFF SCHEDULE 
As an accommodation, this shift exchange is requested for 
reason of: 
Employee Requesting Exchange 
Employee Agreeing to Exchange: 
1, ,agree to work 
(EMPLOYEEAGREEMGTO WCHANGEI ( M I X  OF41 
hours of the regular scheduled overtime for 
during the shift 
(EMPLOYEE REQWTWO EXCHANGE) (DAY OR NIGHT) 
on and recognize that I will 
be paid rate and one-half for the time worked. 
I, ,agree to work 
(EMPLOYEIAGREIWGTO WCHANGE) ( M U L  OF 4) 
hours of  the regular scheduled overtime for 
duringthe shift 
(EMPLOYEE REQWTMGEXCHANOE) (DAY ORNIGHT) 
on and recognize that I will 
be paid rate and one-half for the time worked. 
APPROPRIATE SUPERVISOR 
SIGNATURES 
DATES SIGNED 
STATUS 
ALL PARTIES AGREE THAT EXCHANGE(S) OF 
SCHEDULED OVERTIME HOURS BE MADE 
UNDER THESE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 
Shin exchanges mu* k approvd by he awmpriate S u d -  on duv st he 
d m  mum 
. ExFbmges ~ rvhd~l rd  .&me (mdc.) u. m .~mmod.tion arlhr .,"ploy- 
er in ordn to reduce HARDSHIP for the m p l q m ;  hounn, no orrhsngn 
will k .ppmvd hit inen erm mnr Tar ~aon~obil. 
. A ~ Y  chmpc in won horn will not be d r  in ul .-I r end. ~roridon. or 
~ e w l p e ; d  H- A a  
Perms i o r ( l l d  in fhc rhiA cxchulpr m u  w o k  Lc umc smounl or schcdulcd 
o v d m  s~rr the rhin cxrhvlpc u LCY w d d  haw w d c d  &fa. fhc Bin ex- 
chmpc. AII rhin exrhvlpc, A n  & whrdu~cd md m w  durinl LC - pay 
period. 
Schrdulrd o d m l  houn arc LC only hours Ih.1 m y  & cxrhmpcd vtilhinp Lil 
corm. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the panies hereto have caused 
these presents to be executed by their duly authorized oftic- 
em this the 2nd day of May, 2003. 
EXXONMOBIL REFINING & SUPPLY 
By: 
M. S. Brown, Manager 
Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL 
WORKERS UNION PACEIU LOCAL 4-2001 
By: 
K. C. Kohlmeyer, President 
Cindy Hayes-Wolf, Secretary 
1 SCHEDULE A 
HOURLY CLASSIFICATIONS AND HOURLY RATES 
.Ark, 48 Montlu 
EBecIive on the lndurtry SsNrmsnt Dale io 2036. the Campany will adjwt 
lhs ba% wage ntcr rhownon Schedule A(Hom1y Chrifisrtions and H o d y  
&as) by mam~mtequal m the adjurmm! a Ulc b a s  wage nler in2W6 for 
pmcsl and mintenancc crrployec% rcprerenled by PACE sl Ihc Corrpany'l 
GullCoarl r e f i g  faciliticr, smnUy laslcd at Beaumont. Tclas; Bamn 
Rouge. Lauilim; d Chalmtle. Louishna. 
SCHEDULE B 
PROCESS AREAS AND MECHANICAL GROUPS 
Pmcss  Areas Clsri6utiolu 
Cnlrlylic Light En& 
(CLEUs I .  2, and 3) 
Pmscu Technician 
C ~ d c  Dbtillrtion Process Technician 
(Pip  Stilb 3.4. and 7: Dwrter Stntion 4) 
E n v i m m l r l  and Shipping h e s r  Technician 
(Dach. Larding Fash. EnvimmnDI) 
Roc ru  Technician 
Furl, &a Conrml Center Pmscu Tcshnicirn 
(FCCU 3. HCU I, HDU 2, and SCU I) 
Hydmskimrdng and HydmderulfurLation RoccuTcchnicirn 
( P i  Still 8, HU 7. Hydmlomr 4. 
Gwinm I. SCU 2. a d  HGU I) . - - 
Hydmlining and Tnt ing P m e u  Technishn 
(Girbotol. HU4. HU 5. HU 6. 
light Oil Tmterr, LHU I, S N .  SHU. 
SO2 Plant No. I ,  SWU) 
Lubn Conrml Cmrcr Dswaring Area P-ls Technician 
(LHU 2. ME& WU. PDU. SDU) 
Lubes Conrml Ccnkr Exunction Area Fmceu Teccshnisirn 
(DAU. U(U I. LXU 2) 
Oil Movemnll 
(Arcas I. 2, and 3) 
Packaging and Lubc Dlcndinb PmceuTechricLn 
Asplull Plan< Luh Tank Fann 
Pbnt Light En& Rocerr Technichn 
(Alkybtiaq LEFU, and NFU) 
Refomdng Conrml Center ad FCCV 2 Racrr  Technician 
(FCCU 2. H y d m f o m 3 .  HDU I) 
Utililie~ Conrml Ccntcr and BH 6 Process Technician 
Mechanical Gmupl Clarrifieatioru 
Mschnnical Mechanical Crafts. 
l r ummnt  I m m l  Technician 
-
Far Ule plnpanc of his Agmmcnf Mechanical C r a b  who werr finl-slass 
Boilcmkcn. Carpcntm, Equipmnt Mechanics. Inshmmt Machimiss. 
Iru~laton, P a i n ~ n ,  P i p  Finm, Riggem, Times, Valve Mnhenisr and 
Wcldm and Bo ibmker  Layer-Oul% Cabincumkn. Carpenter Layer-0°C 
Fabricaton. P* Detail Mm. and Mainlcnancs Mcn 1st a. of April IS, 
1969, shall rrsintain heir identitication. Howvcr, theircnflidentifieatioru 
will be c l o ~ d  to muy afterApril 15.1969. 
SCHEDULE C 
Following is the list ofoffenses for which an employee may 
be discharged without notice: 
(a) Violation ofany criminal law orthe commission of any 
other offense involving moral turpitude. Included 
among such offenses are: 
Carrying prohibited weapons; fighting or attempting 
bodily injuryto another@mvidedthatan employee shall 
not be penalized for defending oneself when improp- 
erly attacked); stealing; making fraudulent records; 
malicious mischief resulting in the injury or desmc- 
tion ofproperty o f o t h e r e m ~ ~ o ~ e e s o r ~ f  thecompany; 
or any conduct which violates the common decency or 
morality of the community. 
(b) Willful or negligent violation of any established safety._ 
rule. 
(c) Failure to report accidents or personal injuries imme- 
diately to delegated authority wherever possible. 
(d) Falsifylngorrefusing togive testimony whenaccidents 
are being investigated, or making false statements when 
application for employment and physical examination 
is being made. 
(e) Insubordination (including refusal or failure to perform 
work assigned) or use of profane or abusive language 
toward fellow employees ortoward officials ofthe Corn 
Pay .  
( f )  Absence from duty without notice to, and permission 
from, the immediate superior, except in circumstances 
beyond hidher control which prevent hidher giving 
notice. 
(g) Harboring a disease which on account of hisher own 
carelessness will endanger fellow employees. 
(h) Neglect or carelessness resulting in damage to Com- 
pany properly or equipment. 
(i) Obtaining material at warehouses, plants, stations, or 
other assigned places on fraudulent orders. 
(j) Sleeping while on duty. 
(k) Offering or receiving money or other valuable consid- 
eration in exchange for a job, better working place, or 
any change in working conditions. 
(I) Inh.oduction, possession, or use of intoxicating liquors 
on the property ofthe Company, or proceeding to work 
under the influence of liquor. 
(m) Habitual use of habit forming drugs or their introduc- 
tion or possession on the property of the Company. 
(n) Intimidation or coercion of one employee by another 
employee because of membership or nonmembership 
in any church, society, fraternity, union, or other labor 
organization. 
March 7, 1969 
Mr. Pete Brewer, Business Agent 
Gulf  Coast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977 
Baytown, Texas 77520 
Dear Mr. Brewer: 
I n  recent discussions between the Companies and the 
Union during which improved work practices were negoti- 
ated, certain agreements were reached and commitments 
made relative to Maintenance & Construction and Opera- 
tions, confirmation o f  which is: 
Maintenance & Construction 
Craft lines are to be consolidated into two basic classifi- 
cations, namely: Mechanical Craftsman and Instrument 
Technician. Present firstslav m a h e n  are to maintain their 
craft identification with future craftsmen, exclusive o f  In-- 
strument~e~hnicians, to be designate das Mechanical Crafts- 
men. Craftsmen wi l l  becross-trained. as needed. to broaden 
their skills and capabilities; however, craftsmen with 30 or 
more years o f  service, unless requested by the employee, 
w i l l  not be required to engage i n  formal training programs 
to acquire new skills. Such win ing is to be conducted on 
- 
Company temc U t ~ l ~ t y  craftsmen are to perform work Ilm- 
lied only by the11 capab~llt~es 
The prov~sions ofAnlcle Twclvc do not perm11 the transfcr 
o f  Malntcnance & Construct~on employees to the Opcra- 
t~ons D ~ v ~ s ~ o n  exccpt by mutwdl consent 
To the extent consistent with efficient operations, the Com- 
panies wi l l  continue to respect and take intoaccount thepref- 
erences o f  employees in  scheduling vacations. Employees 
presently assigned to a particular depamnent shall continue 
to be grouped on the basis o f  their primary skills for vaca- 
tion scheduling purposes. These m u p s  shall be allowed to 
determine the&thdd by which individualswithin that group 
may select desired vacation periods. 
In the allocation of employees to off-shift work, it is the 
Company's intent that such assignments will continue to be 
made in accordance with present practice. No significant 
changes in the procedures by which employees are placed 
on off-shift assignments are anticipated. Changes that may 
be required at a later date will be discussed with the Union. 
Changes in the procedures by which overtime is distributed 
among employees by work groups are not anticipated by the 
Companies. Later, if changes become necessary, the Union 
will be informed. 
Employees are to perform mechanical work within their ca- 
pabilities when practicable, but only in their assigned pro- 
cess areas or lines of promotion. They will not be loaned 
into Mechanical to perform craftsman work during tum- 
arounds. Operators, to the extent practicable and as the need 
exists, will be given mechanical training; however, employ- 
ees with 30 or more years ofservice, unless requested by the 
employee, will not be required to engage in formal training 
programs. Such training will beconduaed oncompany time. 
Processareasand lines ofpromotion may be established and 
altered as needed. 
It is the Companies' intent not to supplant janitorial forces 
with operating employees; however, employees will be ex- 
pected to perform housekeeping duties in their process 
areas. 
The provisions of Article lkelve do not permit the transfer 
of employees in Operations to Maintenance & Construction 
except by mutual consent. 
The above shall not afiect or alter the provisions of the Con- 
tract agreed to by the panics. 
Very truly yours, 
F. G Turpin M. E. Gillis 
Mr. Pete Brewer, Business Agent 
Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977 
Baytom, Texas 77520 
Dear Mr. Brewer: 
If National Health Insurance becomes a law, the Compa- 
nies' contributions toward the present plan premiums as 
agreed to in these negotiations shall be used toward the 
cost of the National Health Insurance and any unused por- 
tionsoftheCompanies'contributionsshall be used for other 
benefits as determined by the Companies and the Union. 
Very huly yours, 
R. W. Haddock J. 1. Coates 
Manager Manager 
Baytown Refinery Baytown Chemical Plant 
January 30, 1978 
Mr. Pete Brewer, Business Agent 
Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977 
Baytown, Texas 77520 
Dear Mr. Brewer: 
In the recent discussions between the Companies and the 
Union, the Companies agreed to certain commitments rela- 
tiveto improved work practices. These corgnitments are as 
follows: 
I .  Process technicians will not be required to perform me- 
chanical work outside of their assigned process areas. 
2. Process Technicians will be assigned mechanical work 
within their capabilities, as determined by the Companies 
to perform safely and satisfactorily. Generally, such as- 
signments shall be of the nature that they can be stopped 
on shon notice or completed to allow Process Technicians 
to carry out their operating responsibility. 
3. The mechanical work performed by Process Technicians 
generally will not be highly skilled mechanically and of- 
ten will be low priority. 
4. Supervisors will continue to use reasonableness in assign- 
ing mechanical work to Process Technicians, with e m ~ h a -  
sis on safety, practicality, and skills 
5. Process Technicians will not be assigned to performjani- 
torial type work, but will be expected to perform n o w 1  
housekeeping tasks. 
The above will not affect or alter the provisions of the con- 
tract agreed to previously by the parties. 
. , 
Very truly yours, .. . . 
R. W. Haddock J. J. Coates 
Manager Manager 
Baytown Refinery Baytown Chern~cal Plant 
January 30, 1978 
Mr. Pete Brewer, Business Agent 
Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977 
Baytown, Texas 77520 
Dear Mr. Brewer: 
In the recent discussions between the Companies and the 
Union, the Companies agreed to certain commitments in the 
areas of ( I)  supervisors performing mechanical work, (2) 
commingling of skilled contract and Exxon employees, and 
(3) specialization in skills training for Mechanical CraAs- 
man trainees. These commitments are as follows: 
I .  Mechanical supervisors will not perform mechanical 
workexcept fortraining purposes and emergencies; how- 
ever, they may occasionally perform minor mechanical. 
work if it is not done to reduce Mechanical forces or to 
avoid overtime pay. 
2. The Companies agree not to commingle skilled contract 
employees and Exxon employees except in emergencies 
or when it is inefficient not to commingle; for example, 
when specialized skills indicate the need for commin- 
gling. Contract laborers will continue to commingle in 
the performance of their normal labor-type duties. 
3. Mechanical Craftsman trainees will be expected to be- 
come proficient in the several skills required lo perform 
the mechan~cal work In the Refincrv and Chcmcal Plant 
Each trainee will be expected to specialize in two or more 
skills. Generally, the training required for specialization 
in skills will begin no later than the last 12 months ofthe 
training program. At times, it may be necessary to stad 
the specialization process earlier in the training program. 
Very truly yours. 
R. W. Haddock 1. J .  Coates 
Manager Manager 
Baytown Refinery Baytown Chemical Plant 
April IS, 1983 
Mr. Steve Fischer, Business Agent 
Gulfcoast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977, Bayiown, Texas 77520 
Dear Mr. Fischer: 
In the recent discussions between the Com~anv and the 
. . 
Union, the Company agreed to certain commitments relative 
to four specific concerns or proposals which the Union pre- 
sented. ihese commihnenti ar; as follows: 
I HSM premtum payments from payroll deduct~ons shall 
be provtded to the Un~on's Insurance canter no later than 
the fifteenth day of the month following the month in 
which deductions are made. 
2. The Company shall provide payroll deductions and han- 
dling for a GClWU Political Action Cornminee for as 
long as such deductions are provided for exempt employ- 
ees. The Union shall be requested to pay the cost ofsuch 
a plan. Details ofthis provision shall be developed within 
150 days following ratification of the Agreement. 
3. Management representatives of the Company shall meet 
with stewards and officers of the GClWU in the appro- 
priate stewards' meetings to address the following con- 
cerns: 
Overtime Distribution 
Vacation Scheduling 
Feedback on Personal Injuries 
4. The Company shall establish a Process Division stew- 
ards'meeting to be similar in organization to that of the 
existing Mechanical Division stewards' meeting, and to 
continue to convene the existing Mechanical Division 
stewards' meeting. 
Very truly yours, 
M. W. Sprigg 
~ July 10, 1985 I 
Mr. R. L. Lucas, President 
Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977, Baytown, Texas 77522 
Dear Mr. Lucas: 
Inrecentdiscussionsbehveen thecompany and theunion, 
the Company agreed to the following commitments: 
Holdover guidelines will be the same as the overtime 
guidelines developed by the Process and Mechanical 
groups, which are now in effect. Any changes from the 
established guidelines will be made within the individual 
work groups as in the past. 
The Mechanical coffee break guidelines are intended to 
provide flexibility in scheduling the break as a part of 
scheduling a total job for productivity and enhanced work 
efficiency. It is ehvisioned'that the break be taken at a 
logical time for an individual if working alone or for a 
work crew ifworking together. Rather than a formal, rigid 
930 a.m. to 9:40 a.m. coffee break, one 10-minute mom- 
ing coffee break can be taken by each employee with the 
following guidelines: 
The break will be taken at aconvenient location and at 
facilities provided for this purpose, which may be the 
lunchroom area frequently used by employees. 
- The break should be taken at a convenient time, based 
upon the work,situation. 
- The determination of when and where to take the break 
will eenerallv be made bv the individual emolovee and/ -~~~ , . . 
or individual work crew. This is, however, subject to 
supervisorydirection as in the case of other employee 
work. 
Sincerely, 
R. A. Rabinow 
October 18, 1988 
Baytown Refinery 
SIDE AGREEMENT 
Providing operating needs permit, an employee may, at his/ 
her request and upon supervisory approval, move hisher regu- 
larly scheduled shin forward or backward by up to one hour. 
This move shall not constitute a change in shin and the em- 
ployee shall not be entitled to any permium pay or shin dif- 
ferential as a result of the move. Shift differential, where 
applicable, shall continue to be paid based upon the regu- 
larly scheduled shift. This agreement does not restrict 
Management's right in the scheduling of work and assign- 
ment of employees. 
EXXON CHEMICAL AMERICAS 
BY 
K. A. Fulton, Manager 
Baytown Chemical Plant 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
BY 
R. L. Lucas, President 
BY 
G V. McGrew, Secretary 
May 10, 1989 
Mr. R. L. Lucas, President 
Gulf Coast industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977 
Baytown, Texas 77522-3977 
Dear Mr. Lucas: 
During recent discussions between the Company and the 
Union, the Company agreed to the following commitment: 
. The Company will negotiate with the Union prior to the 
transferofemployees to be represented by theGulfCoast 
Inaustrial Workers Union into the Baytown Refinery the 
pay step for these transfers. 
Sincerely, 
; Sherman J. Glass, Jr. 
Baytown, Texas 
May 10, 1991 1 
SIDE AGREEMENT 
The Side Agreement effective April 15, 1989, signed on 
May 10,1989, regarding layoffs is canceled and superseded 
by the following. effective April 15, 1991. 
In Article %ent i -~ ine  of the bargaining Agreement be- 
tween theCulfCoast Industrial Workers Union and thecorn 
pany, the Union expressed its intention to support, within 
the framework of the collective bargaining Agreement, the 
Company's efforts to maintain and improve its competitive 
position. The Company, in turn, expressed its intention to 
continue its past practice of letting normal attrition, retrain- 
ing, and other programs short of layoff offset to the extent 
possible any manpower surplus which may develop. 
Circumstances may, however, create a surplus that could 
not be handled without a layo& The Company recognizes 
the problems this could create for employees, and is desir- 
ous of minimizing these problems. Therefore, should the 
Company determine the necessity for a)ayoff, it agrees here- 
with to do the following: 
I .  Notify the Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union of its 
plans for a layoff according to the following provisions: ' 
Provide six months' notification for employees hired 
before April 15, 1983. 
Provide 60 days' notification for employees hired af- 
ter April 15, 1983. 
Employees who are transferred to the Baytown Refin- 
ery from other Exxon locations, and who were on the 
Exxon payroll on or before April 15, 1983, will 
receive the same layoff notification provided by the 
organization kom which they came at the time oftrans- 
fer, but in no case will the notification be less than 60 
days. 
2. Actively investigate and pursue available nansfer oppor- 
tunities to other operations of the Company and to op- 
erations of other affiliates of Exxon corporation. Where 
such opportunities are developed, qualified employees 
of the Baytown Refinery who can be released will be 
given the opportunity to apply. 
3. Provide surplus employees the opportunity to qualify for 
hainingprogramswhich may exist orbeestablished where 
retraining would reduce the size of the layoff. 
4. Make available during the notification period a volun- 
tary early retirement program to employees who can be 
spared and who, as determined by the Company, are eli- 
gible for such a program. 
5. Pay the severance allowance shown in the attachment to 
surplus employees who are laid off and to employees 
whose resignation, with approval of the Company, will 
reduce the size of the layoft 
6. Establish a placement center which will actively investi- 
gate and pursue available job opportunities and assist 
employeesofthe Baytom Refinery in applying for these 
jobs. 
This commitment shall remain in effect during the life of  the 
Agreement between the Gulfcoast Industrial Workers Union 
and the Company effective April 15,1991. 
EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A. 
BY 
S. J. Glass, Jr., Manager 
Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL 
WORKERS UNION 
BY 
K. E. Evans. President 
BY 
G V. McGrew, Secretary 
SCHEDULE OF SPECIALTERMINATION 
ALLOWANCES 
For Employrc~ W~L: A m m t  of Paymrnt 
I y u r  but less Uun 2 ycan' rcnicc I week's pay 
2 p a n  but less Uun 3 ymn' xrvicc 2 weeks' pay 
3 ) r sn  but lcrs Uun 4 )can' ILMIC 3 urr lu 'pry  
4 ycsn but 1-3 Uun I pan' KMIC 4urrk$'pry 
5 )rm but l c r l  Uun b )can' ICMCC I uccb'  pay 
' 6 p a n  but less Uun 7 yearn' service 
7 p a n  but I n s  Uun 8 ) o r n ' s m c c  
8 p a n  but I c u  lhrn9 )can' wntrc  
9 )can but less l b n  10 yrm'  w n t c  
I 0  ycan but Icu Uun I I ) C ~ ~ ' Y M V  
I I yean but lcu Uun I 2  yean'wnicc 
12 yean but less thnn I 3  yenn' service 
13 pm but less than 14 ycan' service 
14 ycan but less Uun I 5  pm' wnice  
I 5  ycan but l e u  Uun 16 yean' service 
16 p a n  but I s u  Uun 17 ycan' wnise 
1 7 p r n  but less Uun 18 ycrn' wrvice 
18 p a n  but less Uun 19 ycan' senice 
19 yun but lcrr  Uun 20 yun' wrvisc 
20 p n  but less Uun 21 ycan' wniec  
6-10 wcelu' pay 
8 wcclu' pry 
9 - I n  weelo' pay 
I l w n b '  pay 
12-10 werlu' pay 
Icln w e l u '  pay 
16-lR wccb' pay 
18- In  wccb' pay 
20-1R w e l u '  pay 
22-112 w e b '  pay 
25 w e l u '  pay 
27-10 w e b '  pay 
30 week$ pay 
32-IR w e k '  pay 
35 web' pay 
21 p a r s  butlcsr Uun 22 )om' WMIC 38 uorh' pay 
22 FOR but ICI hm 23 ) tan '  umrc 41 uccb' pa) 
23 vnn but 1- Uun 24 b u n '  w ~ c c  44 neb' mr . ~ ~ ~ - -  - , ~ ~ ~ -  ~~ ~ 7- ,  
24 yean but leu than 25 ycsn' service 47 wccb' pay 
25 yem but ICU than 26 ycan' wrvice 50 wcrlu' pay 
26 p a n  but ICU un 21 years' w C c c  53-112 wcclu' pay 
27 ycan but lcrr Uun 28 ycnn' wrvisc 57 w e b '  pay 
28 p a n  but lens Uun 29 yean' wrvice M-112 w e h ' p a y  
29 yun but lcrr  Uun 30 ycm' wrvicc 64 we!& pay 
30 ycan but less Uun 31 ycan' rcrvicc 67-10 week'  pay 
SIDE AGREEMENT I I 
Effective April 15, 1991, changes in employees'regu- 
larly scheduled offdays and approved absences of rotating 
shift employees shall read as follows: 
Changes in an employee's regularly scheduled offdays 
for a duration of49 calendar days or less, except for train- 
ing, group and individual rotations of personnel on regu- 
lar assignmenls, and employee's convenience or request. 
will be classified as temporary changes for which pre- 
mium rates shall be applicable, as provided in Sections 
A.3.b., A.3.c., and A.3.d. of Article Eight, Overtime and 
Premium Pay Rules. 
Rotating shift employees in Processare to be granted, at 
their request, fivedays off without pay in a calendar year 
for prsonal reasons, provided certain conditions, as de- 
fined by the Company, are met. 
This Side Agreement shall remain in effect during the 
life of the Agreement between the Gulf Coast Industrial 
Workers Union and the Company effective April 15.199 I .  
EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A. 
BY 
S. 1. Glass, Jr., Manager, Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
BY 
K. E. Evans. President 
G V. McGrew, Secretary 
I SIDE AGREEMENT During recent discussions, agreement was reached by the Company and the Union to continue the practice whereby 
rotating shitl employees may designate the holiday allow- 
ance for five halidah to be provided with five excused ab- 
sences without pay. 
Five holidays must be designated. 
- Holidays must be designated prior to the first of the year. 
- Only holidays that are regularly scheduled to be worked 
may be designated. 
-' A holiday allowance will be paid on each of the first five 
full shift, excused absencesof the year. 
Any unused holiday allowance will be paid at the end of 
the year. 
. Holiday allowances designated to be provided with ex- 
cused absences may not be used to satisfy shift trade 
deductions. 
T h ~ s  S ~ d e  Agreement shall rcmaln In erect for the 11fe of 
the Agreement betwccn the panlcs clTccuve Apnl IS. 1991 
BY 
S. I. Glass, Ir., Manager 
Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
BY 
K. E. Evans, President 
BY 
G V. McGrew, Secretary 
Baytown. Texas 
April 1. 1992 
SIDE AGREEMENT 
Exxon Company, U.S.A. and the Gulf Coast Industrial 
Workers Union hereby establish the following piocedure to 
allow more time off for employees regularly assigned to 
rotating shifts. 
Employees regularly assigned to eight-hour rotating shifts 
may exchaoge shifts by mutual agreement with 
management's approval piovided the following conditions 
are met: 
. Both employees forego the ovenime rate for any time 
worked in excess of eight hours in a work day on the 
approved mutual shift exchange. The ovenime rate will 
still be paid for time worked in excess of40 hours in the : 
work week. 
- Forty-eight hours' advancenotice in writing isgiven prior 
to the shift exchange. 
It is understood that: 
- Such shift exchanges must be approved by the appmpri- 
ate supewisor(s). Once a shift exchange is approved, the 
shift exchange is in effect unlesscanceled by thesupewi- 
sor. 
- Such shift exchanges must be completed within the same 
work week. 
Double rate shall not apply ifan employee works h i h e r  
second regularly scheduled offday as a result of such a 
shift exchange. The employee forfeits double rate in lieu 
of rate and one-half for such hours worked. 
. An employee who initiates a shifl exchange must com- 
plete the exchange before another shift exchange can be 
initiated. 
The five days off without pay in a calendar year for per- 
sonal reasons, subject to Company approval, may not be 
exercised on the day the shifl exchange occurs. 
This Side Agreement replaces the Side Agreement dated 
May 10, 1991 and shall become effective April 26, 1992 
and remain in effect through the life of the Agreement dated 
April15,1991. 1 
BY 
Ben S. Markham, Manager 
Baytown Refinery i 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
BY 
K. E. Evans. President 
BY 
G V. McCrew, Secretary 
October 3, 1995 
SAFETY FOOTWEAR PROGRAM 
Mr. C. B. Albright 
Gulf Coast Industrial Workers Union 
P. 0. Box 3977 
Baytown Tj( 77522-3977 
Dear Bart: 
The purpose of this letter is to notify the GClWU that 
effective October 16, 1995, the Company will implement 
the Safety Footwear Program As you know, the Company 
has met with the GClWU several times over the last few 
months to discuss this program 
Sincerely, 
D. W. Clements 
Human Resources Manager 
SPOT REVIEW TEAM 97 
This document contains an agreement between Exxon 
Company, U.S.A. and the Gulf Coast Industrial Workers 
Union on issues pertaining to the functions and adminisha- 
tion of the Baytown' Refinery Safe Permitting Observation 
Team (SPOT). This agreement does not supersede nor con- 
flict with current language contained in the parties' collec- 
tive bargaining agreement, the Baytown Refinery Safety 
Manual, or the Working Rules for Employees. To the extent 
that, in the future, language contained in the collective bar- 
gaining agreement, the Baytown Refinery Safety Manual, or 
the Working Rules for Employees is found to conflict with 
any language contained in this agreement, the language con- 
tained in the collective bargaining agreement, the Baytown 
Refinery Safety Manual, and the Working Rules for Ernploy- 
ees shall prevail. Either party may terminate this agreement 
at any time by notifying the other party in writing of the 
desire to end it. This agreement becomes effective upon the 
date indicated below with the appropriate signatujes. 
DATE: November 25, 1997 
EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A. 
BY: 
S. K. Stuewer, Manager 
Baytom Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
By: 
Charles Bart Albright, President 
By: 
G V. McGrew, Secretary 
Baytown, Texas 
June 21,2000 
SIDE AGREEMENT 
Exxon Company, U.S.A. and the Gulfcoast Industrial Work- 
ers Union herebv establish the followine revisions to Article 
- 
Thiny of the Bargaining Agreement between the Gulf Coast 
Industrial Workers Union and the Company to reflect the 
enhancements to the Company's Vacation Policy. 
An employee hired on or aRer January 1, 1997 will earn 
one day of vacation for each full month that they are ac- 
tively employed*, up to a maximum of ten vacation days 
(seven for 12-hour employees). 
A vacation day is earned only if the employee is actively 
employed on Ihe first scheduled workday ofthe month wh& 
they are employed. (This applies only to the first month of 
employment.) 
At the beginning of the calendar year an employee may 
take vacation in advance of hisher total vacation eligibil- 
ity for the calendar year. 
- Any vacation taken prior to being earned is considered an 
advanceofthe employee's pay and, ai such, may affect the 
person's final pay upon termination of employment as 
described below. 
- If termination of employment occurs prior to the begin- 
ning of the calendar year an employee will attain five 
years of credited service, the employee will be paid the 
cash equivalent of any eamed vacation days not used. 
- Ifat the time oftermination ofemployment,an employee 
has used more vacation days than eamed, Payroll will 
adjust the employee's final pay to reflect theadvance of 
the used but unearned vacation days. 
- This side agreement is only in effect until January I of the 
calendar year that an employee attains five years of cred- 
ited service. 
EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A. 
BY 
S. P. Hart, Manager 
Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST lNDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
BY 
C. B. Albright, President 
BY 
Cindy Hayes-Wolf, Secretary 
Employees on leave of absence or temporary disability are 
not considered actively employed. 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
This is to confirm that the Company and Gulf Coast Indus- 
trial Workers Union (GCIWU) agree, effective January I ,  
2001, bargaining unit employees will become participants 
in the ExxonMobil Benefits Plans as follows: 
I. ExxonMobil Pension Plan 
2. ExxonMobil Savines Plan 
3. ExxonMobil ~ i s a b i i t y  Plan 
4. ExxonMobil Life Insurance Plans 
5. ExxonMobil Pre-Tax Spending Plan 
6. ExxonMobil Medical Plan 
Participation in the above Plans will be in accordance with 
and subject to all terms and conditions set forth in the for- 
mal documentsofthoseplans. The above plans replace their 
respective counterparts in the former Exxon Corporation in 
total, except as employees are entitled to accrued andlor 
vested rights under the prior plans and as may be provided 
as transition benefits. 
EXXONMOBIL REFINING & SUPPLY 
BY 
S. P. Hart, Manager 
Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION 
BY 
C. B. Albright. President 
BY 
Cindy Hayes-Wolf, Secretary 
SIDE ACKEEhlENT 
MEDICAL SUBSIDIES 
I The Company agrees, effective January I ,  2002, to adjust its medical contributions to Company sponsored medical plans 
for employees of the Bayiown Refinery represented by 
GCIWUPACE Local 4-2001, by an amount equal to the 
Company contribution being provided to non-represented 
employees in the same classes of coverage for the same plan. 
The Company and Union agree that effective with this Side 
Agreement, GCIWUPACE Local 4-2001 represented em- 
ployees at the Bayiown Refinerywill receive the same Com- 
pany contributions to Company sponsored medical plans as 
non-represented employees in the same classes of coverage 
at the Bayiown Refinery. This Agreement will remain in 
effect until and unless amended or terminated by winen  
mutual consent of the Company and the Union. 
This Agreement supercedes any other Agreement entered into 
by the parties with respect to medical plan contributions by 
the company. 
EXXONMOBlL REFINMG & SUPPLY 
BY 
Mike S. Brown, Manager, Baytown Refinery 
GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNIONPACE 
LOCAL 4-200 1 
BY 
Kenny Kohlmeyer, President, GCIWU/PACE 
Local 4-2001 
BY 
Cindy Wolf, Secretary, GCIWUIPACE, Local 4-2001 
1CM:dcc 
(SA-HSM and Dental PIam-I-I-02-PACE) 
IU11/01 
SIDE ACREEnlENT S1'UI)Y O F  S'rr\RTIN(; 
EMI'I,OY>lEI\'TAT lIICIIEI< TIIAN START H S r E  1 
Within thirty days of 2003 contract ratification, the Com- 
pmy and Union will each appoint three employees to form a 
task force to identify criteria the Company can use to hire 
1 
employees at n rate higher than the start rate md'to advance 
such employees through progressions. The task force will 
make its recommendations to Management within thirty(30) 
days of formation. 
The task force will cease existence immediately following 
its report to Management. 
EXXONMOBIL REFINING & SUPPLY 
BY 
M. S. Brown, Manager 
Baytown Refinery 
EXXONMOBIL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
BY 
S. A. de Mahieu, Manager 
Baytown Chemical Plant 
GCl WUlPACE LOCAL 4-200 1 
BY 
K. C. Kohlmeyer, President 
BY 
C. L. Wolf, Secretary 
( s A - s ~ &  Enployrent at Higher Rate) 
4115103 
